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11. EoRII06, A. FopaHoa - llo3iJHeOJI&nuucKue (nOJieozeHo8ble) naROJICei/Hble iJenpeccuu 6 'lacmu !Ozo-Bocmo•IHOU
Eoll?apuu. TioJ.uHeanbnHikKHe HaJJO>KeHHbte .uenpeccHH 8
10f0-80CTO'IHOH '!aCTH baJJ.KaHCKOfO nonyoCTp08a .ll8nJUOTC.ll
cTpyKT)'paMH KonnHJHOHHO-Konnanco8oro THna. 0HH HrpaIOT pOnb HeOaBTOXTOHa, pa3nonmKeHHOfO Ha.ll rny60KO pac'!neHeHHblM KOnna>KHO-aKKpeUHOHHblM cpe.UHe-8epXHeaJlbOHHCKHM oporeHOM, KOTOpblH npe.UCTaBeH .ll8YM.ll Ha.Ube.llHHHUaMH: Cpe.uHeropcKOH H Po.uoncKOH. BoJpaCT .uenpecCHH - naneoreH-HeoreH08biH. CaMH OHH .ll8n.liiOTC.ll :meMeHTaMH MapHUCKOH Hano>KeHHOH rpa6eH080H CHCTeMbl, T.e.
caMOCTO.liTeJibHOH TeKTOHH'IeCKOH e.UHHHUbl, npHHa.une>KaLUeH K baJJKaHH.UHO-AHaTOnHHCKOMY cerMeHT)' AnbnHHCKOfO no.u8H>KHoro no.11ca. B pa6oTe npH8e.UeHa xapaKTepHCTHKa Tpex o6wiipHblX .uenpeccHH, paJMeLUeHHbiX 8 IO>KHOH
EionrapHH: BepxHe<jlpaKHHCKOH .uenpeccHH (UTD), BocTO'IHopo.uoncKoro UOHH>KeHH.ll (ERD) H BOCTO'IHO!f>paKHHCKOH .uenpecCHH (ETD).
B JBOniOUHH .uenpeccHH 8bi.li8JICHO no HecKOJibKO (c Tpex
.uo nliTH) TpeTH'!HbiX .uecTpyKTH8HbiX 3Tano8. BepxHeJoueHOBbre H OnHfOUeHOBbiC JTanbl conp080)l(.llaJJHCb aKTH8HblM
nOnHUHKnH'IeCKHM HnH MOHO!f>aJ08biM MarMaTHJMOM. Tipeo6na.uatOT synKaHH'IeCKHe nopo.Ubl - cpe.uHeKHCnbte .uo
KHCJlbiX. J.ix xapaKTep H3SeCTK080-lUeJI01iHOH, cy6LUeJIO'IHOH H LUeno'IHOH. ToneHT08bie, cy6LUeJIO'IHbie H LUeJIO'!Hbie
nopO.llbl OCH08HOfO COCTa8a 8CTpe'!aiOTCll pe.UKO. _neCTpyKUHOHHbie JTafibl COUpOBO>K.llaJIHCb JKCfYMaUHOHHbiMH, KOMnpCCCHOHHbiMH H JKCTeHCHOHHbiMH npoueccaMH. HeKoTopbre H08006pa308aHHble pa3JIOMbl H pa3JIOMHbie 30Hbl JHa'IHTeJibHbiX pa3MepOB .liBJl.liiOTC.A H .UaHKOSbiMH ny'IKaMH.
DOnee cyLUeCTBeHHble Ha.ll8Hf08ble .llBH>KeHH.A ocyLUeCT8JieHbl TOJlbKO no HeKOTOpblM U03.UHenapaMHHCKHM H CaBCKHM pa3JIOMaM.

Abstract. The Late Alpine superimposed depressions in the
south-eastern part of the Balkan peninsula are structures of
collisional-collapse type. They play a role of neoautochton
which overlays a highly disintegrated Middle and Late Alpine orogen of collage-accretional character. It is represented
by the Sredna Gora and Rhodope superunits. The superimposed depressions are of Palaeogene-Neogene age and are
elements of a separate tectonic entity (Maritsa superimposed
graben system) within the boundaries of the BalkanidesAnatolian segment of the Alpine mobile belt. The following
three wide depressions on South Bulgarian territory are characterized in this paper: Upper Thrace Depression (UTD),
East Rhodope Depression (ERD) and the East Thrace Depression (ETD). The Tertiary evolution of each depression is
characterised by three up to five destructive stages. The Late
Eocene and Oligocene stages are accompanied by an active
polycyclic or monophase magmatism mostly represented by
intermediate to acid volcanics. Ca-alkaline, subalkaline and
alkaline magmas are distinguished. Basic volcanics of
toleiitic, subaikaline to alkaline composition are rare. During
the stages outlined, phenomena of compression or extension
with exhumation are recorded. A number of important faults
and fault zones formed during those stages, some of them
being now represented by dike bundles. Essential
overthrustings took place only along some faults of late
Laramian and Savian age.
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Introduction
The Late Alpine superimposed depressions in
the eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula are structures of collision-collapse type. They play a role
of neoautochthon situated over a highly disintegrated Alpine orogen of a collage-accretion character which is represented by Sredna Gora and
Rhodope superunits (with Zagora, Maritsa, Harmanli-Sakar, East Rhodope and parts of Asenitsa
and Ardino units). These depressions are filled
by Palaeogene sediments, sedimentary-volcanogenic and magmatic rocks of a thickness of2-3
km in South Bulgaria and reach more than 70008000 m outside our territory (in the area ofETD).
They are considered as elements of a separate
tectonic entity of Palaeogene-Neogene age, and
namely, the so-called }1aritsa superimposed graben system (Eo.RHOB, HocH<Poa, 1986). That geotectonic system has a global character. It includes
enormous areas between both orogen branches of
the Alpine-Himalayas mobile belt: from the Alps
to the Pamir.
Each separate depression has specific structural features and is characterized by a certain
group of lithostratigraphic units and with or without manifestations of synchronous magmatism,
respectively. The depressional structures are located on different crustal blocks characterized by
a variable crust thickness (35-40 km) to the East
and up to 40-45 km to the West in the West
Rhodope Mountains as well as a lithosphere
thickness of about 90-100 km. The crustal thickness in the uplifted blocks bounding the depressions exceeds 40 km. A recently made seismic EW profile between Ivaylovgrad and Ardino (A.
Velev, Y. Yanev, I. Boyanov, Crustal structure of
the East Rhodope Mts after data from the seismic
profile Ardino-Ivaylovgrad, unpublished report,
1996) shows a 2-3 km thick sedimentary-volcanogenic cover located over a complex overthrust plate of a four-layered structure. Its total
crustal thickness is 38-40 km and it shows an
WNW vergency. The Moho boundary is
fragmentarily represented with a tendency of uplifting to the East, and the upper part of the crust
in the ERD area between depths of I Oth and 30th
km is broken by Palaeogene magmatic columns
and chambers. The mantle material nearing to the
upper crust layers determines the intensity and
the type of the magmatism which has a calc-alkaline and potassium-subalkaline character. The
volcanism started in Late Eocene time following
a long amagmatic period of a specific continental
and marine coarse-terrigenous sedimentation
which is accompanied by a considerable olistostrome formation and presence of huge olisto-
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placa. The paroxysm of the okanism is manifested during the Late Eocene and Early Oligocene on the background of tbe specific collapse tectonics, caldera formari - and a partial
rift formation. As a result of that acti'ity, a considerable quantity of lavas and pyroclastic materials are deposited in the marine basin. There are
epiclastics and tephroid rocks formed as a consequence of a volcanics resedimentation synchronous to the volcanjsm which shows a rhythmic
character in some localities.
The depressions are of a various configuration,
size, age, type of evolution and origin. There are
multiele-interrelated archipelago basins (EoSIHOB, HocH<Poa, 1986) formed in condjtions of a
marine regime. Isometric blocks built up by
highly metamorphic and magmatic rocks of Mesozoic, Palaeozoic and mainly of Precambrian
age are formed in the boundary areas of the depressions.
The following topics are considered in the
present study: tectonic position, internal structure, lithostratigraphic filling, Palaeogene cover
correlations in the separate block structures as
well as the basic stages of the palaeogeographic
and palaeogedynamic evolution of the Upper
Thrace . Depression (UTD), East Rhodope Depression (ERD) and East Thrace Depression
(ETD). The last one is represented on the Bulgarian territory only by its most south-western part.
Structures of second and third order are defined in the areas of the three basic depression
structures in correspondence with the worked out
map of the block structure (Plate I, Fig. I) as follow: in the Upper Thrace Depression (UTD) Pazardzhik Depression with Plovdiv step (PD),
Asenovgrad-Peshtera zone (APZ), Plovdiv Depression with Maritsa Depression (MrD) and
Momino-Orizovo Depression (MOD), Popovitsa-Stryarna Horst (PSH), Chirpan threshold,
Zagora Depression with West Maritsa Basin
(WMB) and East Maritsa Basin (EMB), Elhovo
Basin (EB); in the East Rhodopes Depression
ERD - Topolovo Wedge (TW), Northeast Rhodope Zone (NERZ), Borovitsa Caldera (BC),
Tatarevo Caldera (TC), Lozen-lbredzhek Zone
(LIZ) with Lozen and Mezek Calderas, Dzhebel
Depression (DD), Dobromirtsi-Chorbadzhiysko
zone (DCZ), Zvezdel-Krumovgrad volcano-tectonic structure (ZKVS) with Zvezdel and Krumovgrad domain structures, Madzharevo Depression (MD), Bryagovo Depression (BrD); in the
East Thrace Depression (ETD)- South Sakar Depression (SSD), Mandritsa Depression (MdD)
with Bela-reka graben (BIG).
The enumerated structures are situated on different fragments of the Sredna Gora and Rhodope
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Fig. I . Tectonic sketch ofthe block structure of the UTD, ERD and ETD
1a - Pazardzhik Depression with the Plovdiv step (PD); 1b- Asenovgrad-Peshtera Zone (APZ); 2- Plovdiv Depression with
the Maritsa Depression (MrD) and Momino-Orizovo Depression (MOD); 3 - Popovo-Stryama Horst (PSH); 4 - Chirpan
threshold (CT); Zagora Depression: 5- West Maritsa Basin (WMB); 6- East Maritsa Basin (EMB); 7- Elhovo Basin (ED);
East Rhodope Depression: 8- Topolovo Wedge (TW); 9- Northeast Rhodope Zone (NERZ); 10 - Borovitsa caldera (BC) and
Tatarevo.Caldera (TC); 1I - Lozen- Ibredzhek Zone (LIZ); 12- Dzhebel Depression (DD); /3- Dobromirtsi- Chorbadzhiysko
Zone (DCZ); 14 - Zvezdel-Krumovgrad volcanotectonic structure (ZKVS); /5- Madzharovo Depression (MD); 16- Bryagovo
Depression (BrD); East Thrace Depression: /7- South Sakar Depression (SSD); 18- Mandritsa Depression (MdD); 19 - Belareka Graben (BIG); 20 - Pre-Palaeogene Basement of the Sredna Gora Superunit; 21 - Pre-Palaeogene Basement in the
Rhodope superunit; 2 2- Stratigraphic and intrusive geological boundaries; 2 3a- faults, 2 3b- overthrusts and reverse faults ;
24- name of the structural unit

ered the "Chirpan threshold" as a uplifted block
structure located between the depressions in the
Plovdiv and Dimitrovgrad fields . .51paHoB ( 1960)
considers a presence of two very young Miocene-Pliocene depressions in the Upper Thrace
I. Upper Thrace Depression (UTD)
Depression: the Plovdiv and Marbas (Maritsa
lignite basin) ones that are separated by the
1.1. Structural characteristics
Chirpan threshold. A detailed characteristics of
the Upper Thrace tectonic trough based on the
1. 1. 1. Brief historical information
data of three relatively deep wells has been pubUTD is situated mainly on the southern flank of lished by TiaHoB ( 1962, 1982). He considers the
the Sredna Gora superunit. It is individualized as trough as related to the "Maritsa Lineament" and
a separate structure- tectonic depression (graben) the faults of the so-called Maritsa (90-1 00°) and
located between Rhodopes and Sredna Gora by Tvarditsa-Slannik (25-50°) systems (sets). Three
IioH'IeB, IiaKa.JIOB ( 1928). IioH'IeB ( 1940) includes second-order structures are distinguished, and
the Upper Thrace Depression in the group of the namely, the Plovdiv Depression, "Chirpan
Sredna Gora units with post-orogenic sedimenta- threshold" and Zagora Depression.
tion. Later on, he characterized the depression as
Later studies do not consider P!Oblems related
a tectonic· trough related to the "Maritsa suture" to the tectonic position, internal structure and
(lioHtteB, 1961, 1971 ). The same author consid- subdivision, character of the basement and its

superunits which have a various Precambrian,
Palaeozoic and Early and Middle Alpine basement.
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Palaeogene sedimentary cover (neoautochthon),
palaeogeographical and palaeogeodynamic conditions during the stages of its evolution as well
as to the correlations of the different depression
structures at Late Alpine stage. Some recent publications report data obtained from shallow boreholes and from complex geophysical surveys for
water and rare metals. Data from deeper boreholes are almost not used although they supply
completely new information about the basement
and the Palaeogene sediment cover.
Important papers on lithostratigraphy, structure
and partially, on the geological evolution have
been published by ,ll;o6pes H LlP· (1972); KoroM,ll;:>KHeBa, ,lJ;paroMaHOB ( 1979); ,ll;paroMaHOB H ,Llp.
(1980, 1981); Kojumdgieva, Sapundgieva (1981);
EpyiiKHH~ (1962, 1978, 1983); KHpHnos H ,Llp ..
(1981); MocH(jloB H LlP· (1981, 1984); KaMeHoB
[laHOB (1976); bOSIHOB H ,Llp. (1983); bOjJHOB,
MocH(jJOB (1986); Goranov, Atanasov (1989); ropaHOB H ,Llp. (1992); KpocTeB H LlP· (1992); EojiHOB, fopaHoB ( 1994); on the map sheets and in
their explanation notes (Pazardzhik, Plovdiv,
Chirpan, Dimitrovgrad, Topolovgrad, Iskra, Haskovo, Svilengrad) of the Geological Map of Bulgaria in a scale of 1: 100 000, etc.
Eoj{HOB, HocH(jlos ( 1986) unify all the depressional structures and the separating horsts
which are located in the area of SE part of the
Balkan peninsula in a tectonic entity called
Maritsa superimposed graben system. It is a fragment of a wider tectonic strip filling the space
between the two branches of the Alpine mobile
belt and Panonian-Anatolian segment.
1.1.2. General structural characteristics

The Upper Thrace depression length is about
185-188 km and its width 32-40 km. The internal
block structures have various forms and sizes
(Plate 1, Fig. 1). The predominant ones are the
block structures elongated in directions varying
from E-W up to WNW-ESE which have lengths
up to several dozens of kilometers and a width
from 5-6 up to 10 km. As structures with maximum length could be outlined the Popovitsa
Horst and the Pazardzhik depression (Plate 1).
Some of the block structures have a rhomboidal
or polygonal form of isometric type. The faults of
the Maritsa (90-1 00°) and Tvarditsa (25-50°)
fault sets define the configuration of the blocks.
NW and the submeridional faults are present
more rarely. The depths of faulting are of a great
variety: near-surface (epidermal), within the
crust, or even reaching the upper mantle. The last
ones are magma-conductive and could be observed rarely in UTD. The amplitude of the vertical and horizontal displacement for the different
6

crustal blocks is more considerable after the Upper Cretaceous and during the Early Palaeogene
times when a new collisional-collapse stage begins. Those tectonic movements have led to formation of a new block-mosaic structure of the
depression basement. A new tendency of predominating vertical block displacement is typical
of all later Palaeogene and Neogene stages of the
structure evolution. The total vertical displacement concerning the latest Palaeogene - Quaternary times exceeds 1500- 2000 m. The predominant part of the blocks have an asymmetric structure and are distinguished by the quite irregular
evolution of their separate lithostratigraphic
units, the lithological characteristics and the thickness of the particular lithological bodies. The
presence or lack of some lithostratigraphic units
is directly related to manifestation of steeply-dipping fault structures, and more rarely they are
gently dipping to listric. Most of them are
synsedimentation structures. The typical depression structures of synform type and nearly isometric form like West Maritsa Basin are rare.
In most cases, the block-bounding block are
penetrating only the near-surface areas, and do
not reach the magma chambers. There are manifestations of an intermediate volcanism (latite up
to latite-andesitic) only in the periphery of the
Chirpan threshold (to the South of Chirpan, in
the area of Merichleri and near to village of
Opan) mainly along the periphery of the
Popovitsa-Stryama Horst. The last ones are related to the activity of E-W and NE-SW oriented
faults during Priabonian and Late Oligocene
times. There are also formed several not large
subvolcanic bodies and dikes and three separate
volcanic structures (stratovolcanoes) accompanied by small quantities of pyroclastic material. A
fossilized volcanic structure (built up of latite
and pyroclastites) is related to the volcanic activity during that stage. It is located in boreholes SW
of the town of Chirpan along the South periphery
of the Chirpan threshold. Intense post-volcanic
activities correspond also to the same stage.
1.1.3. Block and fault structures

The following secondary and third order block
structures could be determined in the UTD area
(Plate 1, Fig. 1):
The Popovitsa-Stryama Horst (PSH) is introduced as a unified tectonic unit which played a
role of a longitudinal barrier during the Palaeogene evolution of the UTD (Eoj{HOB H ,Llp., 1988).
It overlies an older (Austrian-Subhercynian)
fault-block or suture structure oriented WNWESE up to E-W. It fits fully with the Maritsa deep
fault /suture/ (EojJHOB, 1965, 1972) in the interval

between Asenovgrad and Simeonovgrad and
more exactly with its eastern segment. That fault
is not only a palaeogeographic boundary but also
controls to a high degree the Palaeogene volcanism manifestations.
The Asenovgrad-Peshtera Zone (APZ) is defined here for the first time in this scope (Plate 1,
Fig 1). To a certain degree, it coincides with the socalled middle segment of the Maritsa deep fault between Belovo and Asenovgrad (Eo5~JJ.)IUieB H .np.,
1972) but it has not been individualized as a separate unit in the interval between the Debrashtitsa
and Asenovgrad. The North Rhodope fault zone
defmed by EowJeB (1961) is considered as an "overthrust-flexure belt". The stmctural unit between the
North Rhodope slopes and the Upper Thrace field
which is of a post-Late Cretaceous age and has undergone a post-Eocene renewal later was considered as an Asenovgrad fault by .5IpaHoB (1956,
1960). Ko)f()'Xapos H .np. (1992) regard the North
Rhodope zone as a satellite or part of the Maritsa
fault zone and the tectonic strip by itself, as a dislocation bundle with a substantial width to the North
of the mountain slope which is overlain by young
deposits.
Two view points exist in respect to the geological nature of the North Rhodope Zone. The first
one is related to the manifestation of intensive
south-vergent overthntstings or so-called "North
Rhodope Overthrust" that occurred at the end of
Palaeogene times (EoHt:feB H .np., 1951; .5IpaHoB,
1956; llaHOB, 1962; lfsaHOB H .np., 1979; foqes,
1980). According to the second one, the predominant movements have had a normal fault to
reverse fault character {.5IpaHoB, 1960; EoHqes,
1971; Ko)l(yxapos, 1965, 1983; Eo,:rHoB, Ko:>Kyxapos, 1968). The result of our investigations
supports the idea for intensive block movements
with a southern vergence occurring during the
Late Palaeogene along the whole length of the
Asenovgrad-Peshtera zone in different phases of
the Late Alpine tectonic movements. They have
developed on the background of older (probably,
Subhercynian) structures showing certainly a
northern vergence of overthrusting. The last one
is proven by deeper boreholes in the vicinity of
the villages ofDolny Voden, Hrabrino, Markovo,
to the North of Byaga, and on the surface, near to
the locality Hamam Dere, the villages of
Belashtitsa, Ustina, the town of Krichim, Zhrebichko village, as well as between the villages of
Byaga and Kapitan Dimitrievo along the valleys
of the rivers Belashtitska and Tumrushka.
The Pazardzhik Depression (PzD) is introduced for the first time as a separate block structure in this paper as being located in the area of
the Plovdiv Depression (llaHoB, 1962). In fact

PzD unifies a few smaller block structures in the
West part of the UTD: the Plovdiv step, Brezovo
step, West parts of the Maritsa and MominoOrizovo step as well as the West end of the Popovitsa-Stryama Horst (KHpHnos H .np., 1981 ). In
that way, a western centricline of the depression
is formed as a strongly fault-block complicated
structure. The pre-Palaeogene and the pre-Neogene basement is extremely strongly block displaced by NW-SE and NE-SW oriented faults .
The last ones form narrow and NW-elongated
shallow graben structures filled in mainly by
Neogene deposits with a maximum thickness
reaching up to 450-500 m. There is almost a lack
of Palaeogene sediments with an exception of
fresh water coarse-terrigenous deposits of supposed Middle-Late Eocene age.
The Maritsa Depression (MrD) is an integral
part of the Plovdiv Depression (llaHoB, 1962). It
is formed by WNW-ESE striking faults, and is
followed at about 90 krn (KHpHnoa H .np., 1981 ).
Its central and eastern parts are distinguished by
a bigger thickness and a facial variety of their deposits (about 800-900 m in the vicinity of
Kalekovets and more than 1200 m in the vicinity
of Bryagovo and Gradina). A specific internal
feature is the step-like stmcture formed by the
NE-SW striking normal faults.
The Momino-Orizovo Depression (MOD) is a
negative WNW-ESE up to E-W structure that
embraces the formerly distinguished (KHpHnos H
.np., 1981) Momino and Orizovo depressions. It
has a similar filling of Palaeogene deposits (up to
1000 m thick) and a total length of about 60 krn.
The main fault structures here are the Panagyurishte, Tseretel, Momino ~nd Orizovo faults.
The Chirpan threshold (CT) is a complexly
built block unit which has generally a meridional
orientation and close space-genetical interrelations with the Popovitsa-Stryama Horst in respect
to which the Chirpan threshold manifest itself to
be its transversal swell. NE-SW faults have
played a role for its formation. They have formed
two rhomboidal blocks. The idea for a presence
of the Chirpan threshold (a meridional horst-like
structure) which separates the Plovdiv and
Zagora depression during the Palaeogene and the
Neogene sedimentation belongs to TiaHoB
( 1962). According to our investigations ( Eo5~HOB
" .np., 1983) he exaggerated its role in respect to
the sedimentation process. It begins to manifest
itself as a synsedimentary step structure oriented
transversally to the UTD as late as the end of the
Early Oligocene when the Palaeogene basin even
being narrowed flooded some parts of the three
depressions- UTD, ERD and ETD. Its demarcating role is especially remarkable in the UTD dur-
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ing the Middle and Late Oligocene times as well as
during the Early and Middle Miocene. It plays a role
of a step between the Momino-Orizovo depression
and Zagora Depression during the same stage. The
"Chirpan threshold" does not figure as a structural
unit on the unified tectonic schemes of KHpWIOB H
.up. (1981) and those ofKpbcTeB H.up. (1992).
The Zagora Depression (Marbas depression,
Depression Marbas, Maritsa coal basin), with
West Maritsa Basin (WMB) and East Maritsa
Basin (EMB) are the easternmost depression and
block structures from secondary and third order
in the area of UTD. They are characterized by a
quite complex structure of the pre-Palaeogene
basement (fragments of Mezo-Alpine collisional
orogen) and pre-Miocene Palaeogene basement
as well as a relatively more simple structure of
the Miocene-Pliocene sedimentary cover. The
last one is characterized by a two-plan structure a Lower up to Middle Miocene one and a Upper
Miocene - Pliocene one.
The Zagora depression is a second-order structure in the Upper Thrace tectonic through (OaHOB, 1962). KaMeHOB, naHOB (1976) define two
parts in the Maritsa coal-bearing basin: MaritsaWest and Maritsa-East. Their deep structure investigations according to the Vertical Electrical
Sounding and Dipole Electrical Sounding as well
as according to the complex geophysical data
(0eTKOB, 1961; )J.o6peB, ll{yKHH, 1974) show a
presence of a complex fault-block structure ofthe
basement determined by E-W (up to ESE-WNW)
and NE-SW (up to NNE-SSW) oriented faults .
The investigations of KpbcTeB H .up. ( 1988,
1992) show the active role of faults with the same
directions. Few closely located faults could be
distinguished in the central part of the Marbas
Depression: Bogdanovo-Stara Zagora, Kroushovo-Chirpan ones, etc., which define smaller
block structures. The Thrace-Galabovo strip is a
very important structure which displaces the
basement block more of 2000 m.
In respect of morphometries the Zagora or
Marbas Depression has nearly isometric form
(length- 55 km and width- up to 45 km. It is surrounded by peripheral faults whit an approximate
orientation of E-W in respect to Sredna Gora and
Rhodope superunits (IipbHKHH, 1972, 1983). Its
West boundary is defined by Merichleri and
Chirpan faults which have a NW-SE orientation
and its East boundary- by Glavan and Brod faults
oriented to the NE-SW as well as the Sazliyka
fault which has a nearly meridional direction.
According to naHOB ( 1962), the Zagora Depression axis has a NE-SW direction.
According to the opinions of the most of the
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investigators the Neogene coal-bearing formations in the area of Zagora Depression mark two
coal basins: West Maritsa and East Maritsa Basins which are defined for the first time during
1946 by L. Antonov (archive data). The investigations of KoHSipos ( 1932), Hosqes (1960),
.HpaHOB ( 1960), fipbHKHH (1962), 0aHOB ( 1962),
He.uSinKoB ( 1983, 1985, 1988), etc., contribute to
a lot of facts concerning the coal deposits in both
basins. There are no considerable differences in
their opinions in respect to the pre-Palaeogene
basement structure of the both basins. The basic
difference among them concerns the Palaeogene
deposits. The EMB is characterized by an almost
full lack of Palaeogene rocks. There are outcropped Upper Eocene and Lower-Middle Oligocene rocks only in its SW periphery where they
appear as a narrow strip which is space related
also to the WMB. From the last point of view and
according to the age classification of the "Maritsa
Superimposed Graben System" WMB refers to
the group of so-called "Palaeogene-Neogene depressions" and EMB - to the group of "~eogene"
superimposed depressions (IioSIHOB, HocHQ>os
1986). Differences could be found in both the
material composition and internal structure of the
rocks in the Maritsa Coal-bearing Formation represented in both basins. The Neogene neoautochthon structure in EMB is characterized by a
predominant vertical epirogenetic movements
which led to a formation of two distinct substages: Pre-Miocene one and Neogene-Quaternary one (neotectonic). The last one is marked by
a generally developed emmersional surface of an
Upper Miocene-Pliocene age in the basement of
the Gledachevo and Ahmatovo Formations. The
movements along the following faults are activated during that substage: Sokolitsa, Sazlijka
Radevo, Gradets faults, etc., (Nedyalkov, 1985).
The Elhovo Depression (ED) is an element of
the superimposed Late Alpine depressions. Apart
of it is shown on the enclosed map and it is not a
subject of our investigations.
1.2. Lithological, lithostratigraphical
and palaeogeodynamic characteristics
of the Upper Thrace Depression
The three superimposed Late Alpine negative
structures are formed in the process of an irregular block disintegration of the Rhodope and
Sredna Gora superunits on a collisional and collapse dynamics background. As a result of those
processes each of them has acquired a characteristic structure, sizes, type of sedimentation, lithostratigrafic group, type of magmatism (volcan-

ism), palaeogeographic context and its tendency
in the geological evolution. The presence or the
lack of certain lithostratigraphic units and their
lithological features and thicknesses give an opportunity the same to be determined and correlated. A very important comparative mark is the
type of the volcanism - its presence and intensity
which is used also as a basement in the process of
the lithostratigraphic segmentation mainly in
ERD and partially in UTD and ETD.
The present study considers the problems related to the lithological and lithostratigraphic
characterizing of all known Palaeogene and Neogene rocks in the different structural units in the
Upper Thrace Depression (Plate 1), the horizontal correlation of its particular lithostratigraphic
units as well as some palaeogeodynamic special
features. Four basic stages are defined as being
considered in a historical chronology.
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1. 2.1 Priabonian-Early Oligocene stage

The Priabonian and Oligocene rocks in all the
structures of UTD occur transgressively and discordantly on the different fragments of the disintegrated and deeply denudated Sredna Gora
orogen (in surface outcrops and established in
boreholes) in the whole range from the Precambrian up to the Upper Cretaceous rocks.
Only the southern part of the Pazardzhik depression (PzD), the so-called Plovdiv step to the
South of the Maritsa suture and the AsenovgradPeshtera zone (APZ) are situated on the northern
periphery of the Rhodope Superunit.
There are represented coarse and non-thick
sediments in the PzD of a suggested Late Eocene
age. Other Palaeogene rocks in that block are absent. There are no proven Lower Palaeogene
(Palaeocene) rocks in UTD (Fig. 2). The bigger

.
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Fig. 2. Palaeogeographic sketch for the deposition time of the breccia-conglomerate formation /Lower-Middle(?) Eocene/, the
coal-bearing-sandy formation (Upper Eocene) and the marl-limestone formation /Upper Eocene/.
1 - probable basin boundary during the Late Eocene; 2 - land; 3 - underwater step during the marl-limestone formation
deposition; 4 - terrigenous complex (continental - 4a and fresh water - brackish with a transition to a marine type - 4b);
5- propable boundary between the facial zones; 6- Limestone complex (layer-like and domain-like reefs); 7- probable
direction ofan active terrigenous supply
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part of the West UTD periphery as far as to the
meridian at the Malo Konare village were not
overlain by deposits during the Palaeogene.
The profile of the Palaeogene deposits in the
southern part of the depression which occur on
the Rhodope Superunit in the APZ is quite specific. The first three sedimentary formations of
the Priabonian are represented in that area of different facies and thickness - the breccia-conglomerate, the sandy-coal-bearing, and the marllimestone as it is in some block structures of the
East Rhodope Depression. They form together
with the last ones a uniform basin. A pyroclasticterrigenous formation with acid tuffs overlies
them and is correlated at this stage with the formation of the Lozen Priabonian acid volcanism
from the Lozen-lbredzhek Zone (LIZ) - Fig. 3.
The same formation is characteristic only of the
Izvor-Gulabovo graben (Kozhuharov et al.,
1992a) in the southern periphery of the UTD.
The fonnation is not outcropped to the West in

the Peshtera-Krichim graben. Monogenetic limestone and more rarely polygenetic breccias with
olistrostromes and of non-precisely defined age
are situated transgressively over the same formation in the area of Perushtitsa and Ustina village.
Typical polygenetic breccia-conglomerate formation (so-called "Byaga breccias") outcrop in
the area of Byaga village along the Stara Reka
river valley (DaHos, 1982). The age of those formations is conditionally accepted as PriabonianOligocene. The materials of the first (?) and the
second acid volcanism represented mainly by
acid pyroclastites and thick rhyolite lava outflows are situated transgressively over them in
the vicinity of Perushtitsa, Ustina, Krichim and
mainly in the area to the South of Peshtera. The
last ones fill in to the South the wide BratsigovoDospat depression and the Smolyan basin in the
Central and West Rhodope Mountains.
Both Priabonian terrigenous formations could
not be separated clearly in most of the UTD parts.
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Fig. 3. Palaeogeographic sketch for the deposition time of the Lozen volcanism materials (Upper Eocene) and the formation of
the first intermediate volcanism (Upper Eocene).
1 -probable basin boundary; 2- land; 3 -volcanic centre (intermediate lavas); 4- caldera (acid lavas); 5 - propable boundary
between the facial zones; 6- probable direction of an active terrigenous source province; 7 - probable direction of an active
volcanogenic source province (intermediate volcanism); 8 - probable direction of an active volcanogenic source province (acid
volcanism)
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They are not represented completely in some
structural units in the basement of the section
(e.g. in the West Maritsa Basin- WMB) or they
are very thin (e.g. - in the Chirpan threshold CT). They are most thick in the West part of the
Maritsa Depression (MrD). The so-called
molasse formation exceeds a thickness of 500 m
in the borehole at Kalekovets village.
The Priabonian marl-limestone formation is
represented mainly in the central and the western
par! of the depression, i. e., in MrD and partially
in CT (Fig. 2). The thickness exceeds 250m in its
northern part and reaches 350m in the MrD (in a
borehole at Kalekovets). A wide shelf represented by huge reef structures and thick-layered
organogenic limestones is characteristic for the
Chirpan area. The formation is completely not
represented in the eastern part of the Zagora Depression - East Maritsa Basin (EMB) and the
Middle Oligocene clayey-marl rocks of the
Ezerovo Formation overlay the thin terrigenous

and terrigenous-tufaceous sediments probably of
Priabonian age. There are manifestations of the
first Priabonian intermediate volcanism only in
the central and the southern parts of the CT and
in the SW periphery of the WMB (Fig. 3). Local
volcanic structures and volcanic bodies which
are built up by Jatite lavas, Java-breccias and less
by pyroclastites are represented in the same area.
Such volcanic structures follow the intensively
faulted strip along the Maritsa suture. They have
a W-E orientation and fragments of fossilized
volcanic structures of intermediate (latite) lavas,
red lava-breccias and pyroclastites accompanied
by characteristic coarse-terrigenous sediments
(red breccias and conglomerates reach in biotite)
were found in boreholes South of Chirpan.
The products of the first Oligocene acid volcanism have a relatively wide distribution in the
UTD and mainly in its central and eastern parts
(Fig. 4). For the moment, we refer the tuffaceousterrigenous rocks from the SW periphery of the
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Fig. 4. Palaeogeographic sketch for the deposition time of the formation of the first acid volcanism (Lower Eocene)
I -probable basin boundary during the Late Eocene; 2 -land; 3- under water step (barrier); 4- volcanic center; 5 - propablc
boundmy between the facial zones; 6- probable direction of an active volcanogenic source province; 7- probable direction of
an active tetTigenous source province
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EMB to the Oligocene (although, they could be though in the UTD could not be determined subalso of a Priabonian age). The sediments of the stages which are characteristic about ERD.
first Oligocene acid volcanism cycle in the South
parts of the CT, closely located at it Popovitsa- 1.2.2. Middle-Late Oligocene stage
Stryama Horst (PSH) and those in MrD are
thicker (up to 350 m). They are represented The Ezerovo Formation, the Maiko Trunovo and
mostly by alternating layers of acid, light tuffs Merichleri Formations are products of a specific
and organogenic limestones (ATaHacoa H .up., sedimentation which is characteristic only for the
1965). The porous celadonite thick tuffs repre- UTD (Plate 1, Plate 2). Similar sediments in the
sented in the area of Gradina (at the town of ERD and ETD are not known on the Bulgarian
Parvomay) are absolutely analogous to the territory.
Kurdzhali "wrath" built from "reseda-tuff'. A loThe Middle-Upper Oligocene deposits are
cal development of those deposits is represented present in all local structures in UTD, and, except
by the fresh-water tuffogenetic-terrigenous for- in the MrD, overlay the rocks of the first acid volmation from the Momino-Orizovo Depression canism cycle by a sharp lithological contact. The
which fact makes a substantial increase of the for- thickness of the Ezerovo Formation varies - it is
mation distribution area.
neglectable in the area of the CT and PSH and it
The all reviewed rock complexes up to now is bigger in the southern part of the Plovdiv and
belong to Priabonian and Lower Oligocene and Zagora Depressions. The varied Oligocene sedithey are unified in a so-called Priabonian-Early ments (so-called Serogoski layers) are the thickOligocene stage of the evolution. They are also est ones reaching a thickness of 350 m in the
represented in the ERD. The geodynamic cir- southern part ofEMB. A characteristic feature of
cumstances in both depressions was similar, al- the sedimentation process evolution during that
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Fig. 5. Palaeogeographic sketch for the deposition time of: the Vulche Pole Formation (Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene),
Dragoynovo Formation (Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene) and the Maritsa Formation (Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene).
1 -probable basin boundary during the Late Oligocene; 2 -land; 3 - propable boundary between the facial zones covered by
younger rocks; 4 - volcanic centre; 5 - probable direction of an active terrigenous source province
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stage is a formation of local deeper basins with a
relatively calm sedimentation regime and a tendency of water refreshing. The problem of the
character of the Ezerovo Formation was considered by Eoj(HOB H .np. (1983). It is characterized
by deep-water clayey fine-layered deposits (socalled Serogoski layers). A local marine bay accompanied by terrigenous and limestone sedimentation with brackish and typically marine
Late Oligocene fauna (Koumdjieva, Sapundjieva,
1981; Eoj(HOB H .np., 1989) is formed during the
Late Oligocene along the eastern periphery of the
CT. The presence of acid tuffs, resedimented
weathered crusts and a general kaolinization,
ferruginization of the rocks is very characteristic
for the Maiko Trunovo Terrigenous Formation
around Merichleri and the villages of Thrakiya,
Kozarevets. The only deposit of palaeontologically proven Upper Oligocene latites accompanied by an intensive post-volcanic and hydrothermal activity and an appearance of thermomineral
waters (Eoj(HOB H .np., 1989) in our country is in
the Merichleri area.
1.2.3. Late Oligocene-Early Miocene stage

Two separate fresh water basins of limited sizes
were formed (Fig. 5) after a clear sedimentation
break during the Late Oligocene and the intensive orogenic manifestations during the Savian
phase. The sediments of Dragoynovo Formation
are relatively not thick clayey rocks (up to 200250 m) with a representation of thin tuffaceous
band and neglectable coal manifestations are deposited in the South part of Plovdiv area.
The sediments of the Maritsa Formation are
formed in Zagora Depression. They reach a thickness up to 400-500 m and bear the richest industrial deposits of lignite coal in Bulgaria. The
character of the deposits varies from lacustrine up
to lacustrine-moisture. The epoch of the graben
formation, sedimentation, catagenesis and the
neglectable folding and faulting marks a separate
Late Palaeogene-Neogene stage in the evolution
of the superimposed Late Alpine depressions in
the SE part of the Balkan Peninsula. That stage is
characteristic as for Upper the Thracian Depression as well as for the East Rhodopes Depression
and East Thrace Depression.
The Chirpan threshold begins to play a role of
a meridional barrier between the Plovdiv and Zagora Depressions exactly during that stage. The
same structure together with the closely located
depressions and the uplifted Popovitsa-Stryama
horst have undergone intensive transversal normal faulting, uplift, denudation and a formation
of weathering crusts during the Late Miocene and
Pliocene times. As it could be seen from the en-

closed map and columns (Plates 1, 2) the Chirpan
threshold was not existing during the Early Palaeogene and was not playing a role of a barrier.
1.2.4. Neogene (Late Miocene-Pliocene) stage

The evolution of the Upper Thrace Depression
during that time is related to the deposition of the
Ahmatovo Formation and more exactly with its
three megacycles - during the Late Miocene,
Pliocene and Eopleistocene respectively
(AJ>aroMaHoB H .np., 1981 ). The sediments of that
formation overlay wide parts of the whole depression area, including subareas of the adjacent
denudated older Alpine structures. The character
of the deposits is alluvial-delluvial, and very
rarely it is fluvio-lacustrine being accompanied
by insignificant coal manifestations. The sediment thickness in the Pazardzhik Depression
reaches up to 400-500 m while in all the rest parts
of the depression it varies in most of the cases
from 250 up to 350m. The Ahmatovo Formation
is characterized mainly by pebbles, sands,
aleurites and less by clays. There are also specific
infiltration limestones. Those deposits overlay
also considerable areas of the ERD and the uplifted older structures. Four basic stages could be
defined in the Upper Thrace Depression evolution as follow:
-Priabonian-Early Oligocene stage
- Middle-Late Oligocene stage
- Late Oligocene - Early Miocene stage
-Neogene (Late Miocene- Pliocene) stage

2. East Rhodope Depression (ERD)
The East Rliodope Depression is the most typical
Palaeogene superimposed structure of a collisional-collapse character. It is introduced as a
volcano-tectonic unit of nearly the same size by
l1BaHoB ( 1960). Sultan-Eriysko depression which
is one of its parts that has been determined as a
separate structure for the first time by )J(.
fono60B ( 193 7). The basement builds up a complex allochthonous plate of Precambrian (Prerhodopian and Rhodopian Supergroup), Mesozoic (Mandritsa and Muglenitsa groups) metamorphites, magmatites, sediments and Upper
Cretaceous igneous rocks or so-called East
Rhodope complex overthrust (Boyanov, Ruseva,
1989; Eoj(HOB H .np., 1990). The Early Palaeogene fundament formation is a result of a multiple-stage tectonic evolution during the Precambrian and the Phanerozoic. The complex collision-accretional structure of the Rhodopes Superunit being a composition unit of the East Mediterranean sector of the Alpine orogenesis formed
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during the Mesozoic (Cimmerian, Austrian and
Subhercynian tectonic movements).
The deposits of the ERD (neoautochthon) is
mainly represented by Palaeogene and partly by
Neogene sediments, volcanogenic-sedimentary
and volcanic rocks. The rock materials and the
structures of the neoautochthon are a result of the
Late Laramian, Illyrian, Pyrinean and Savian tectonic movements. There are existing argued evidences for the fact that the beginning of the depression formation is related to the Late Laramian movements in the end of the Maastrichtian
and Palaeocene (Atanasov, Goranov, 1984; Goranov, Atanasov, 1992; Eo~mos, fopaHOB , 1994).
The stratigraphic volume of the neoautochthon
in the ERD is represented by official and unofficial lithostratigraphic units: Palaeocene - the sediments of the Kroumovgrad Group; Upper Eocene continental and marine sediments - terrigenous deposits and organogenic limestones; Upper Eocene intermediate and acid volcanic rocks,
pyroclastites and organogenic limestones; Lower
Oligocene acid volcanic rocks, ignimbrites, perlites, pyroclastites, (calderous) and Lower Oligicene intermediate volcanic rocks and pyroclastites; Upper Eocene and Oliocene small intrusions - mainly monzonites and syenites; Upper
Oligocene subvolcanic dikes and bodies of the
tensional belts, Upper Oligocene Vulche Pole
molasses and Neogene-Ahmatovo Formation
which are deposited only in its North periphery.

2. 1. Structural characteristics
of the East Rhodope Depression
Five more significant and characteristic volcanotectonic block and block-fold structures were
distinguished in the ERD area on the basis of numerous geological, geophysical, metallogenic
and morphotectonic features. They are as follows: NE Rhodope, Borovitsa, Tatarevo, Zvezdel-K.rumovgrad together with the Ribinovo
swell, Madzharovo and Lozen-lbredzhek structures. As smaller block and block-volcanogenic
structures could be determined: Topolovo wedge, Dzhebel Depression, Dobromir-Chorbadzhiysko Zone and Bregovo Depression (graben) Plate l, Fig. l.
2. 1.1. Northeast Rhodope Zone (NERZ)

It is introduced as a separate structural unit North-east Rhodope Graben Depression in the
ERD area, by Emmos, Maspy.n•nieB ( 1961 ). The
authors include the Borovitsa caldera in the volume of the same structure. The structure is shown
on the Geological Map of Bulgaria in scale
I: 100 000 (map sheets: Iskra and Haskovo - Boyanov eta!., 1989, 1990) as including the North-
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east Rhodope Depression and the ChernoocheneStambolovo zone. NERZ is the widest fold-block
unit in the ERD. The authors named it ''Northeast
Rhodope Zone" because of its very complex internal structure. It forms the periphery and probably also the basement of the Borovitsa caldera. It
is built up mainly by sedimentary, volcano- sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the so-called Precalderous complex of a Priabonian age (l1saHoB,
1972). One of its characteristic special features is
a presence of the Palaeocene Kroumovgrad
Group along its northern periphery which here is
subdivided into three formations: Borovo, Mostovo and Topolovo Fom1ation, and with of fresh
water and marine character and of PalaeoceneEarly Eocene flora and fauna . The following
structures of a second and third order could be
found in a direction from the SW to the SE in the
NERZ area: Topolovo wedge (TW), BodrovoGarvanovo syncline, Pilashevo swell (or Dragoynovo volcano), Nikolovo monoclinal swell, Solishte monoclinal uplifting, Kozlets syncline, Gabrovo-Pchelarovo swell, Maslinovo syncline,
Miladinovo horst-anticline, Tunkovo syncline,
Sestrino-Popovets graben-like depression and
Stambolovo block.
Topolovo Wedge (TW) is introduced as a separate structure by Eo~mos 11 .np. (1983). The fau lts
which have an equatorial and NE directions belonging to the Maritsa, Topolovo-Pilashevo and
Asenovgrad-Dolnoslavtsy fault bundles play a
determining role in its formation . Tectonically,
the Topolovo Wedge takes an intermediate position between UTD and ERD and according to its
lithostratigraphic filling is very similar to that of
the UTD. Its basement is reached in some deeper
boreholes near to the Lenovo village, the
Dolnoslav village and to the North of Topolovo
village. The basement is represented by characteristic highly crystalline rocks of the Prerhodopian
complex in the Sredna Gora superunit in which
are intruded Palaeozoic and Upper Cretaceous
granitoides. The last ones are outcropped on the
surface in the area to the North of the Topolovo village and to the South ofthe Dolnoslav village. All
the highly metemorphic rocks of the basement
have been undergone an intensive potassium
metasomatism-biotitization and feldspatization
as well as a regional diaphthoresis.
The other smaller structures in the NERZ area
have a marked superimposed depressional, nearfault and block-like character. Their origination
and evolution is predetermined by the functioning of longitudinal (E-W up to NW -SE) and oblique (NE up to NNE) faults . The meridional and
NNW faults are more rarely observed. The
subvolcanic intennediate magmatic bodies intruded during the Priabonian played an active

role in some of the fold-block structures. They,
rogether with a specific tlysch-like sedimentation
which has been accompanied by under-water
landslips and olistostromes, have formed a specific internal structure of the first intermediate
volcanism formation in a situation under very dynamic conditions. That formation is most broadly
spread in NERZ. Totally, the Pre-Palaeogene
basement in those structures is located at a shallow depth. The fundament in the area of
Haskovo, the villages of Nikolovo and Gabrovo
and along the southern periphery of the Trakiets
dam is represented by highly crystalline, Precambrian metamorphites which occur at a depth of
60-70 up to 200 m or crop out on the surface in a
form of narrow tectonic wedges. The total maximum thickness of the Palaeogene-Neogene cover
in the NERZ is up to 1200 m .
2. 1.2. Borovitsa Caldera (BC)

It is introduced by HsaHOB (1972), and is known
also as Borovitsa volcanic area or Borovitsa graben syncline (MsaHoB, 1960), Northeast Rhodope graben depression (Eo.smos, Maspy;:pmes,
1961 ). Chamdere effusive area (fbnb6os, 193 7),
Borovitsa Caldera (BC) - .51HeB ( 1990). The structure is accepted with its last mentioned name
also in the Geological Map of Bulgaria in scale
1: 100 000 map sheet Iskra ( 1989) as well as in the
present study (Plate I, Fig. I).
The structure has an elliptical form elongated
E-W. The orientation changes in the area of Panichkovo village (oo.HHOB, Maspy.uqHeB, 196I)
are related with an S-like bending of its axis. According to MsaHoB (1972), the Borovitsa Depression is built up by three structural complexes:
Pre-Calderous, Calderous and Post-Calderous.
The pre-Palaeogene basement in the northern
part of the Borovitsa structure is represented by
Precambrian (unclassified) metamorphics belonging to the Prerhodopian Supergroup. There are
mall bodies of Palaeozoic and Upper Cretaceous
granitoids.
Regarding the nature of the Borovitsa volcanotectonic depression, HsaHOB ( I972) considers
that it represents a stn1cture of a transitional type
between a typical graben and a caldera. It is characterized by two types of structures: ring and radial faults and related to them dikes which have a
direct genetic relation with the caldera subsidence during and after the second acid volcanism
stage as well as fault-dike structures of tensional
type. The Borovitsa Depression evolution ends
after a formation of three tensional dike belts
which are filled in by dikes, bodies and small
lava flows of the materials of the post-caldera
(Upper Oligocene) complex. They are represen-

ted by latites, trachyrhyolites, quartztrachytes and
felsite rhyolites.
VRecently performed gevophysical investigations
(HocH<pos H .up., 1990; Hocmpos, 1991) support
the idea for a calderous or "vent focus" nature of
the Borovitsa volcano-tectonic depression.
According to .51HeB ( 1991) the Borovitsa caldera is divided into three regions which are characterized by a specific volcanism. They are: an
Eastern region - with a predomination of acid
tuffs and numerous trachyrhyolite endogenous
domes; a Central region characterized by a less
participation of the acid tuffs and a predomination of lens type trachyrhyolites, and a western
region with a clear predomination of ignimbrites.

2.1 .3. The Zvezdei-Krumovgrad volcano-tectonic structure (ZKVS) is defined for the first time
as a separate "vent focus" unit named in the same
way by MocHcpos ( 1991 ). In fact, the central and
the eastern parts of the Momchilgrad depression
are defined as a separate tectonic unit named
Dzhebel-Zvezdel zone (area) on the geological
map of Bulgaria in scale 1:100 000 (map sheetsKurdzhali and Knnnovgrad) by EoHHOB, Ko)Kyxapos, 1989, 1992) as being located between
Ardino zone to the North and Dobromirtsi Chorbadzhijsko zone to the South which are oriented in an E-W direction. A separate Krumovgrad zone (area) with an N-S direction is differentiated (and which now we consider as an integral part of the next mentioned strucn1re) in the
eastern part of the Momchilgrad Depression and
is given on the map sheet Krumovgrad (oo.HHOB,
Ko)Kyxapos H .up., 1992; ropaHOB H .up., 1995).
ZKVS is determined on the base of a number
of characteristics also on the worked out by us
maps of the block structure (Plate I, Fig. I). The
eastern and southern boundaries of the structure
are determined by deeply faulted Western zone
and the internal Momchilgrad (striking NNESSW) and Ardino (also known as Kurdzhali zone
striking E-W) zones. It spreads out to the South
up to Kesebir block where ends by two narrow
strongly deformed grabens deeply jutted out in
the crystalline which are oriented as follow: in a
N-S up to a NE-SW direction (e.g. KirkovoKapinovo graben), in a NW-SE direction (e.g.
Ludetino graben) as well as by some E-W up to
NE-SW oriented faults - Golyamo Kamenyane,
Ribinovo, Tokachka and Preseka faults. The
structure is bounded to the East by the highly disintegrated crystalline mass in the area of the
Avren deep fault. Its western boundary is traced
along the Momchilgrad cryptorupture oriented to
the NNE-SSW which is marked by the western
part of the Ribinovo elevation (fopaHOB H .up.,
1995), by the presence of serpentinite bodies
15

complete evolution of the Palaeogene section.
A presence of both magma-conductive cryptofaults oriented to the NNE-SSW as well as secondary order faults (shown on the Plate 1, Fig. 6)
could be supposed on the basis of distribution of
the volcanic centers of the stage of the second
acid volcanism, and some central volcanic structures of the younger intermediate and acid volcanites. The last ones flanked on the East and on
the West so-called Zvezdel-Nanovitsa synform. It
is possible to suppose a presence of arcuate (concentric) faults along which are drawn up volcanic
centers - on the North and the East centriclines
and the central core of the same synform (Fig. 7).
That although hypothetic model marks the circular character of the NE centricline of the ZvezdelKrumovgrad synform and explains on the base of

elongated in the same direction, and by the linear
alignment of several volcanic centers. The
Momchilgrad cryptorupture separates it from the
Dzhebel depression which is situated to the West
and which has a maximum subsided basement
(about 2 000 m) and is characterized by a specific
evolution of the sedimentation and the volcanism
during the Early Oligocene. The structure is
bounded to the North by the Ardino fault zone
which is well-known also as Kurdzhali fault (MBaHOB, 1961) or Kurdzhali-Zlatoustovo fault (Eo.stHOB,
Ko)l(yxapos, 1968) and also as Ardino graben-syncline (51Hes H .np., 1975). It has a E-W general direction and is characterized by a complex internal
structure and a multistage evolution.
The Zvezdel-Krumovgrad volcano-tectonic
unit is a unique structure in the ERD which has a
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Fig. 6. First model of a probable correlation of the Lower Oligocene intermediate and acid volcanic centers
with a NNE and NE orientation, abysal (magma-conductive) faults in the Zvezdei-Krumovgrad
volcanotectonic structure.
1 - Pre-Palaeogene metamorphic-magamtic basement; 2 - Lower Oligocene sedimentary-volcanogenic
complexes; 3 - acid volcanic center; 4 - intermediate volcanic center; 5 - peripheral block-separating
faults; 6- abysal, magma-conductive fault belts
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the geological data the circular character of the
Momchilgrad "vent focus" structure (HocH<Poa,
1991 ). Several more peddling fold-block structures of a third and forth order (some of them of a
volcano-tectonic character are formed on the
background of the considered structure on its
East part - Krumovgrad depression. Slightly
elongated brachy- up to izometric forms with a
length of 8-1 0 up to 25 km are predominant. Such
forms are Letovishte swell oriented to the WSW
(250°) - (fua.Hoa, 1960), Nanovitsa depression,
Ribinovo elevation (fopaHoB H .up., 1995), etc.
Regardi~ the nature of Zvezdel-Krumovgrad
structure (MocHcpoa, 1991) it is concluded on the
base of the magnetic (gT) and gravimetric (g)
field distribution data that the mentioned above
structure has a "vent focus" character and is composed by two oval partly and mutually overlapped parts - western (Zvezdel) part and eastern
(Krumovgrad) part.
According to our data the peripheral and internal deep faults have played a determinative role
in the ZKVS formation and evolution. They determine a formation of block structures of graben
and horst character. The formation of the same
structures has been accompanied by an intensive
3 Geologica Balcanica, 3-4/200 l

volcanic activity. The centriclinal and concentric
distribution of the Palaeogene sediments, sedimentary-volcanogenic and volcanic complexes
and the most likely ordering along arch-like (concentric) cryptofaults makes possible an idea for a
presence of complexly built up circular structure
with a step-like concentric falling down of the
Pre-Palaeogene basement in the area of the subsided blocks (Fig. 7).
2.1.4. The Dzhebel Depression (DD) is a part of
the wide Sultan-Eriya depression (f'hJI'b6oa,
1937) as well as of the Momchilgrad volcanic
area (UaaHOB, 1960) or the Momchilgrad
synclinorium (EoHLJ:ea, 1960). The Dzhebel part
of the Momchilgrad area is characterized by specific features of its evolution and especially in
that during the Oligocene (Plate 1).
Yaranov (1960) considers that a "flysch parageosynclinal trough" elongated NNE-SSW has
existed in the Dzhebel area during the Oligocene.
The Dzhebel Depression basement has a mosaic structure of a different composition and considerable block displacements (HocH<Poa H .up.,
1981; Eo.srHoB H .up., 1984). The basement at the
Dzhebel railway station is represented by stron17

gly tectonized serpentinites which outcrop at the
surface. It is at a depth about 300m under the surface to the West of the Zvezdel-Pcheloyad and to
the East it again is seen at the surface being represented by various gneisses and amphibolites.
The basement East of town of Dzhebel (according to geophysical and partly to the geological
data) deeps at a depth of 2 500 m. The boreholes
cut the whole lithostratigraphyc Lower Oligocene
profile. A most characteristic feature of the Dzebel Depression is the transgression of the Lower
Oligocene sediments directly on the basement.
2.1.5.
The Dobromirtsi-Chorbadzhiisko zone
(DCZ) is defined for the first time as a separate
structure in the present paper. It is a E-W oriented
trough which is filled in with a characteristic Priabonian-Lower Oligocene sandy rhythmic complex. The three basic Priabonian formations of
small thickness are represented in its basement.
Coarse terrigenous sediments of the Krumovgrad
Group accepted as of a probably Palaeocene age
are represented under them in the eastern part - in
the southern periphery of the zone between the
villages of Lelintsy and Ralichevo. The zone is
marked in the North by the Dzhebel Depression.
It reaches up to Kesebair and Snezhino crystalline blocks to the South, and its contact is marked
by a series of NW-SE and NE-SW faults. These
faults form the unilaterally attached KirkovoKapinovo graben which is filled in by the coarseterrigenous deposits of the Lower Palaeogene
(Kroumovgrad Group). Except the last considered graben, there are also other smaller grabens
and horsts in the areas of the villages ofKirkovo,
Edil, Chorbadzhiysko and Delvino located at the
South periphery of the zone which are intensively
pressed to the WNW. They are filled in by
olistostrome Lower Palaeogene complex deposits
of the Krournovgrad Group. The Upper Eocene
terrigenous, limestone and flysch-like (flyschoid)
rocks overlay with a tectonic discordance those
Early Laramian structures. In that way they build
up a nearly E-W oriented uniform structure.
2.1 .6. The Madzharovo Depression (MD) could
be accepted in a broad sense (Eo.srnoa H .np.,
1963) as the third structure in respect to its size in
the area ofERD. It takes an intermediate position in
respect to the East Rhodope and East Thrace Depressions in the area of the ¥aritsa superimposed
graben system (Eo.llHOB, Hocmpoa, 1986). Its
general orientation is in the E-W direction. The
following structures could be determined on its
area: Madzharovo Depression (s.s.) to the South
and Lozen-Ibredzhek zone to the North.
Both parts of the structure were a subject of a
big amount of complex geological, geophysical,
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geochemical, hydrogeological, geomorphological,
remote sensing and metallogenic investigations.
In that relation, the studies by ATaHacoa (1958);
ATaHacoa et al. (1963); Eepoa (1960); HaaHOB
(1961);· nO.llHOB (1965, 1969, 1972); nO.llHOB et
al. ( 1963)t_ Eo.llHOB H Ko)l(yxapoa ( 1990, 1992);
Eo.llHOB, Mocmpoa~ (1986); fepre.rrqes (1973,
1974); feprerrqea, HocH¢oa ( 1974), EpecKoBci<a
et al. (L976); Banuapoa~(1980, 1983); .51Hea
(1981 ); HocH¢oB ( 1991 ); HocH¢oa et al. (1982),
etc. should be mentioned.
The structure is well-known also as Madzharovo ore region (HaaHoB 1961 ), Madzharovo
volcano (.51HeB, 1981 ), Madzharovo caldera (feprerrqea, 1973, 1974), Madzharovo erosional caldera (Banuapoa, 1983). HocH¢oa ( 1991) determines it as Madzharovo "vent-focus" structure.
According to feprenqea (1973) the presence
of the Madzharovo caldera is determined by the
concentric and radial tendencies in the tectonics
of the ore field.
The Pre-Palaeogene basement builds up the
eastern, southern and western peripheries of the
Madzharovo structure on the surface as well as
directly its own basement (proven bx_ boreholes
and geophy§ical data - Eepoa, 1960; HocH¢oa H
.np., 1987; HocH¢oa, 1991). The basement consists of various metamorphites from the
Rhodopian Supergroup (Precambrian) and Mesozoic (T? - J - K 2) low crystalline and magmatic
rocks (Mandritsa and Muglenitsa groups) as well
as Upper Cretaceous granitoids which form the
East Rhodope complex thrust sheet which is of
an Austrian - Subhercynian age (Eo.llHOB H .np.,
1990). Regional diaphthorites (phylonites, milonites) which are generated on the highly crystalline metamorphites are very characteristic for the
periphery and the basement. The last ones together with the rest of the Phanerozoic and Precambrian rocks build up an essential part of the
fragments in the coarse-terrigenous Palaeogene
molasses. According to the geophysical field
character the Madzharovo structure represents a
"~ent-focus" structure of a caldera type
(HocH¢oa H ,np., 1991 ). It is marked by a local
gravitational minimum representing a southern
peripheral part of the regional Madzharovo minimum. The last one is caused by the presence of
light masses (represented by phyroclastites and
most of all by a presence of acid intrusions) and
by the rapid subsidence of the Pre-Palaeogene
basement. Usually, it is com_pared with a "kettle"
which has very steep slopes (JfocH¢oa H.np., 1987).
The geological data support the idea that the
Madzharovo structure represents a subsided
block of the basement which is slightly elongated
in a NW-SE direction and which is determined

by presence of NW -SE, E-W and NE-SW up to
meridional faults (Plate 1). A graben-like complicated brachysynform elongated in the same NWSE direction is formed on the same block. The
last one is well-marked by the synform alignement of the Palaeogene terrigenous, limestone,
volcano-sedimentary and volcanic rocks formed
along the eastern, southern, western and partly
along the northern peripheries. The oblique E-W
oriented Bryagovo depression is superimposed
on its northwestern periphery. It is filled in by the
Upper Oligocene Vulchepole molasse. That fact
makes impossible a more exact reconstruction of
the last one and thus a determination of its direction and character. The Gorno Selo, Kamilski Dol
and Ivaylovgrad faults have played a determining
role for the structure formation (Plate 1).

echelon-like structured to the North by a series of
NE and NW strike-slip faults (e. g., near villages
of Lyaskovets and Silen).
The structure is cut to the North by a young
E-W oriented normal fault marked by thick Pliocene-Pleistocene and Quaternary deposits.

***

The above-described North-East Rhodope,
Borovitsa, Zvezdel-Krumovgrad, Dzhebel, Dobromirtsi-Chorbadzhiysko, Madzharovo and Lozenlbredzhek structures have characteristic features of
volcanotectonic structures. Even being incomparable in respect to their specific structures, sizes
and geological evolution they have also some
common features, and namely:
- All of them represent depressional structures
of a second and third order in the area of ERD,
and Lozen-Ibredzhek Zone takes an intermediate
2.1.7. The Lozen-lbredzhek Zone (LIZ) is intro- position and plays a transitional role between
duced for the first time in this paper as a uniform ERD and ETD;
structure. Regarding the lithostratigraphy it is
-They are superimposed on highly fault-block
well-defined and in a structural aspect - it is rep- disintegrated and displaced fragments of the Ausresented by two parts: Lozen Depression - to the trian - Subhercynian autochthon;
North and lbredzhek horst-anticline to the South.
- The structures are of Palaeogene age, and a
of consequently manifested tectonic moveresult
2.1.7.1. The Lozen Depression (Eo.smos H .LJ.p.,
ments
of Late Laramian, Illyrian, Pyrenean,
1963) is fonned by the centriclinallocation of the
Savian
and
probably Styrian time. These features
Palaeocene-Eocene and the Priabonian deposits.
determine
their
long life-span with a common
It has a nearly isometric and very slightly E-W
tendency
to
a
progressive
fault-block disintegraelongated shape. The central part of the structure
is occupied by a volcanic edifice - Belitsa vol- tion of the Phanerozoic crust in conditions of an
cano (H.saHos, 1960) or Lozen domain (fepren- active influence and quality changes of the synqes, 1973). According to XapKOBcKa H .LJ.p. chronous volcanism. Predominating are the ra( 1976) the same area is built up by lava-pyroclas- dial tendencies in conditions of an extension and
tic seria of Priabonian age (Lozen volcano) and a partial compression. Regional horizontal moveaccording to the opinion of feprerrqes (1977), it ments of plates of a predominating zonality and a
is the Madan-Chinar domain swell. The depres- thickness about I 0-16 km are found in depth.
sion is complicated by a ESE-WNW and NE ori- They are pierced by vertical magmatic columns
ented and also nearly meridional faults some of (Velev et al., unpublished report, 1996).
- The structures have a complex internal strucwhich are bearing a polymetal mineralization.
ture which is built up of Palaeocene, Middle2.1.7.2. The Ibredzhek horst-anticline (lbredzhek Lower Eocene(?), Upper Eocene and Oligocene
anticline, lbredzhek horst elevation) is a complex sedimentary, volcanogenic-sedimentary and volpositive stmcture. It is built up manly by the basal canic rocks that are followed by late tension volPriabonian formations and the lowermost Oli- canic dykes as well as hypoabyssal intrusions;
- The paroxysm of volcanism is manifested
gocene formation. It concerns a monocline strongly faulted horst one of whose limbs is wide and during the Early Oligocene with an exception of
dips steeply (at 30-60°) to the North, and the the Lozen acid volcanism which is manifested
other one is an upright, inclined to the South and during the Late Eocene in the LIZ and SSD. The
pressed out limb which is the northern limb of volcanism in all the rest structures is polycyclic
and begins as being of a intermediate character
the Bryagovo graben-syncline.
The structure could be followed on the map and of a Priabonian age;
- The volcanism is mostly of a central type sheet Haskovo (M I: 100 000) by the Lyaskovets
village to the West up to the area North of the stratovolcanoes and calderas distributed in the
Vulche Pole village to the East. It has a length of central parts of the structures. Two models con25 km and width of 3-6 km (and continues to the cerning the distribution of the volcano centers are
East on the Greece territory) and has a general E- possible: radial distribution - along NNE-SSW
W direction. Its southern limb is broken and en- oriented magma-conductive deep cryptoruptures,
19

or concentrical distributed arcuate (circular)
faults which are especially characteristic for the
volcano centers of the second and the third acid
Oligocene volcanism (Figs. 6 and 7);
- All the structures have a synform (brachy- up
to isometric) character accompanied by a grabenlike complicated periphery and synform, concentric (circular) distribution of its composition rocks. Perhaps, that distribution repeats as a model
the step-like subsidence of the basement in the
down shifted blocks;
- There are polymetal deposits of different
sizes concentrated in the peripheral parts of the
Borovitsa and Zvezdel-Krumovgrad tectonomagmatic structures and in the central parts of the
Madzharovo and Lozen structures.

3. Palaeogeographic
and palaeogeodynamic characteristics
of the East Rhodope Depression (ERD)
Five main stages of structure formation and sedimentation could be determined in ERD: a
Maastrichtian - Palaeocene - Early Eocene stage,
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3 .1. Maastrichtian - Palaeocene Early Eocene stage
It is the stage when the first Late Alpine faulting
of the Rhodope superunit are manifested. As a
result of a collisional compression coinciding in
time with some of the Late Laramian phases, graben structures were formed where the Kroumovgrad Group rocks were deposited (Atanasov,
Goranov, 1984; Goranov, Atanasov, 1992; .Eo$1HOB, fopaHos, 1994). Those structures set up the
beginning of the ERD. According to the available
data it is difficult to characterize the shape and
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an Early-Middle Eocene(?) stage, a Late Eocene
-Early Oligocene stage (with two substages: Late
Eocene substage and Early Oligocene substage),
a Late Oligocene - Early Miocene stage and a
Late Miocene - Pliocene stage. Each of those
stages is related to a manifestation of specific tectonic movements (orogenic phases) which give
as a result a formation of an elevated and quite
active relief (composed by elevated and subsided
blocks). The Late Eocene- Early Oligocene stage
is also characterized by manifestation of an intensive cyclic volcanism.
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Fig. 8. Palaeogeographic sketch for the deposition time of the Kroumovgrad Group (Maastrichtian- Palaeocene-Lower Eocene).
1 - probable basin boundary (grabens); 2- front ofoverthrusting; 3- land; 4- propable boundary between the facial zones; 5continental breccia-conglomerate complex with phytogenic limestones, coal and olistoplacas; 6 -marine limestone-terrigenous
complex with olistostromes and olistoplacas; 7- continental breccia-conglomerate complex; 8- a probable direction of an

active terrigenous source province.
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boundaries of the basin (or the basins) during that
time (Plate 1, Plate 2, Fig. 8). They have been
most probably continental grabens combined
with lacustrine-marsh basins and active marine
basin margins. The marine Palaeocene - Lower
Eocene sediments were proven for the first time
by DOjiHOB, ropaHOB (1994) in the Asenovgrad
district. Recently, such deposits with a marine
fauna were found also to the South of the town of
lvaylovgrad. The specific tectonic regime under
which the Kroumovgrad Group deposits have
been formed are considered as being determined
by both vertical and horizontal movements. As a
result thick colluvial-prolluvial trains (continental and marine) were formed in which the boulders and the block deposits are accompanied by
olistostromes and olistoplacas (synsedimentary
overthrusts) in several levels. Mono gene marble
breccias and marble olistoplacas (Goranov, Atanasov, 1992) predominate in the areas of a predomination of the marble terrains.
The fragment material is autochthonous or exotic- as it is in the Biser Formation (coming from
the surrounding highly crystalline metamorphites
of the Prerhodopian complex and from the Harmanli-Sakar Block) and in the Leshnikovo Formation (low crystalline and magmatic Upper Cretaceous rocks in the Sredna Gora area). Very characteristic elements are the thin layers and lenses
of phytogenic fresh-water or marine organogenic
limestones which are distributed among coarseterrigenous deposits. Alluvial and lacustrine-marshy sediments, gravel conglomerates, sandstones, argillites and coal (Goranov, Atanasov, 1992;
fopaHOB, Eoj~HOB, 1995) were deposited at some
places in the same time. The fragment composi-

tion of the breccias and the conglomerates suggest to the fact that in the distributive process a
part has been taken by both the highly crystalline
and Mesozoic low crystalline rocks. The
Kroumovgrad Group deposition thickness varies
from 200 m up to 1000 m.

3.2. Early-Middle Eocene(?) stage

Conditionally, the authors consider the molasse
sediments of the breccia-conglomerate formation
(or so-called "red molasse" which all the other
authors consider as related to the Late Eocene
deposits) to this stage. However, there are indirect evidences existing in number of ERD areas
which speak about their older age. The younger
Lower Eocene - Upper Oligocene deposits overlay transgressively and discordantly the different
rock complexes of the basement nearly everywhere, including the Kroumovgrad Group sediments and the red molasse. Another fact is very
indicative in that respect - it is the transgressive
and discordant position of the marl-limestone
Priabonian formation which has a terrigenous
band in the red molasse basement located to the
West ofEnchets village North ofKurdzhaly (Fig. 9).
A transgressive and discordant position of the
continental and marine deposits of the coal-bearing sandy Priabonian formation on the basement
rocks as well as on the older Palaeogene rocks is
found at number of places in the ERD and ETD
areas. The breccia-conglomerate formation sediment character speaks about an existence of a
completely different regime of the sedimentation.
It could be supposed that a weathering crust (in
conditions of an aridized climate) is formed on
the existing relief during the Early and Middle
Eocene
times whose resedimented materials give
NNE
ssw
of the formation: most of the fragthe
red
colour
Enc~c
ments have a ferrooxide cover and the cementation mass is red coloured. The breccia-conglomerate formation deposits are structurally more "maE ture" if compared with those ofthe Kroumovgrad
0
N
Group. The conglomerates are often with a wellexpressed imbrication. A coarse and moderate
cross bedding is observed in the sandstones. The
100m
breccia-conglomerate formation could be determined
as prolluvial up to prolluvial-alluvial forl(;;;§IJ, ~2 I I 13
mation which materials filled in narrower or
Fig. 9. Transgressive and discordant occurrence of the wider grabens which are often of a delta characPriabonian-Lower Oligocene limestones on the breccia- ter. Those sedimentation conditions determine
conglomerate formation to the West of Kurdzhali. Lower- strongly varying thickness of the formation- from
Middle Eocene(?).
100 m up to 1 000 m (in the Ibredzhek horst-anti1 - breccia-conglomerate formation: red and greyish-green
cline).
The breccia-conglomerates and the conpebble and boulder breccia-conglomerates and sandstones;
glomerates
are polygeneous and they have a comPriabonian-Lower Oligocene: 2- breccia and clayey deposits
on the transgressive contact; 3 - organogenic and reef position in which a part is taken as of the fraglimestones
ments of the Rhodope crystalline as of the Sredna

I'
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Gora superunit. The fragments of low crystalline
(Mesozoic) rocks predominate clearly in the east
parts of the ERD which have built up nearly the
whole distributive province and in the North part
(Asenovgrad area) - those of the Sredna Gora
superunit. The grabens where the breccia-conglomerate formation have been deposited could
be difficult for reconstruction because they are
strongly deformed in the process of the followed
tectonics but it could be supposed in general that
they are E-W oriented. The Illyrian phase manifestations follow.

3.3 Late Eocene- Early Oligocene stage
After uplifting of the ERD block in general and a
long emmersional stage in conditions of a new
sedimentary regime, the sediments of the transgressive coal-bearing-sandstone formation were
deposited. They are of a proven Late Eocene age.
Relict basins subsisted only in the areas of some
subsided blocks where a slighter transition between both terrigenous formations has occurred.
The Priabonian deposits overlay transgressively
both the Kroumovgrad Group and the crystalline
basement. As a matter of fact, that is the way in
which the Late Eocene - Early Oligocene basin
formation is predestinated. The same basin has
undergone a variety of changes during its evolution. Some of the faunas as well as the coal in the
section basal parts speak about a change of the
basin regime from a fresh water toward brackish
up to marine stages. The last one is especially
characteristic for the northern part of the ERD.
Large-sized boulder conglomerates have been
deposited in the Krumovgrad area as drift-fan deposits directly in the marine basin. They are horizontally replaced by reeflimestones to the South.
The mean rock component of the formation are
the sandstones but, in fact, it is represented at
many places by an irregular change of different
types of sandstones, conglomerates, aleuritic
marls, aleurite clays and coals in both the horizontal and the vertical directions. That fact shows
that the relief (the tectonic regime respectively)
has been most variable and differently active up
to formation of swamps with peat. Narrow and
E-W oriented basins characterized by a flyschlike sedimentation were formed at certain localities as it is for example in the DobromirtsiChorbadzhiysko zone (Plate 1, fig. 2). As a general tendency, an increase of the limey component in the upper part of the section should be
mentioned; it is represented by the limey varieties of the rocks, the marine fauna and an origination of reef constructions. The horizontal bedding predominates which is another fact confirm22

ing the basin character of sediments. The basin is
relatively big and it has flooded the North-East
Rhodope zone (NERZ), Lozen-Ibredzhek zone
(LIZ), Zvezdel-Krurnovgrad volcano-tectonic
zone (ZKVZ) and the Madzharovo Depression
(MD), (Plate 1). At the same time, the block of
the Dzhebel Depression (DD) and Zvezdel part
of the ZKVZ were not flooded by the basin. The
deposition thickness varies from 100 up to 800
m. As source province, the Rhodope superunit
could be considered, and to a certain degree, the
rocks building up the Sredna Gora Zone to the
North.
The tendency of denudation and gradual levelling of the source province, and the basin evolution in time towards establishment of a typical
marine regime with normal salinity and water
temperature increase continues. Small reef constructions have originated amongst the terrigenous rocks, and they gradually increase their
number and volume to become later a wide limestone "plate" or to form a "garland" type barrier
of reef structures around the elevated blocks.
Those are domal-like and layer reefs of the following main building organisms: single and colonial corals, Bryozoa and green algae. The spaces
around the separate reefs are filled in by detritus
limestones or marls. In such a way, the marl-limestone formation is formed which takes a part in
the Late Eocene part of the sections in the NERZ,
LIZ, ZKVZ, MD and Dobromirtsi-Chorbadzhiysko Zone (DCZ), (Fig. 2). The area of the DD
and the western part of the ZKVZ formed in that
time a peninsula in the Late Eocene basin which
was connected to the West with the continental
crystalline land. The reefs originated and grew at
some localities directly on the crystalline basement, i.e. there are some regions where the basin
continues its widening.
The basin conditions changed rapidly in the
end of the Late Eocene after deposition of the
marl-limestone formation. The mentioned rapid
change is considered as being related with the
first impulse of the Pyrenean movements. It is
marked by a substantial olistostrome formation in
conditions of a so-called "wild flysch" formation.
That is the end of the amagmatic period and a beginning of an intensive cyclic volcanism process
(a multiple alternation of intermediate and acid
volcanism) which is represented in the time span
from 37 Ma up to 25,5 Ma or a total length of
11 ,5 Ma (Lilov et al., 1987), (Plate 2, Fig. 3). According to the faunistic data that volcanism developed since the late Late Eocene and the Early
Oligocene as a whole (ATaHacoa H .n.p., 1972a).
A main distributive source in the warm and
shallow marine basin during all the time of the

magmatic period is the volcanism, including all of the basin. The thickness of the first intermediate
its materials (lavas, pyroclastics and epiclastics). volcanism formation reaches values up to 700 m.
An E-W elongated basin is formed in DCZ in
The reef formation is smaller but very characteristic as a process. The distributive material from the same time which was filled in by a rhythmic
the crystalline basement plays a subordinate role. sand-marl formation (Atanasov et al. , 1972a, b)
The initial volcanism which is manifested dur- (Fig. 3). The same fonnation is of a typical flysch
ing the Late Eocene only in the NERZ and the character in the East part of the zone. The basin
eastern part of the ZKVZ (except for MD and cross obliquely and transversally all the strucLIZ) of the ERD is intermediate and its materials tures, including those formed during the older
built up the formation of the first intermediate Palaeogene. The sediment transport to the basin
olcanism. Those are two volcanic regions: pre- has occurred exclusively from the southern coralderous volcanic ring of the Borovitsa caldera dillera in the shelf which were built up only by
(Ivanov, 1972; Yanev, 1990- DSc thesis) and the the crystalline basement. Here an intermediate
lrantepe volcanic region (MaaHOB, 1960) (Fig. 3). volcanism has not been manifested. Only the
It could be supposed that many volcanic centers lower part of the rhythmic formation is of a Late
were active in the first one while in the second Eocene age. The chronostratigraphic boundary
only one stratovolcano existed (JIHeB, 1981 ). The Late Eocene - Oligocene passes somewhere in
materials of the formation overlay a varied base- the middle of the uniform formation (ATaHacoa H
ment which is determined by an irregular distri- ,ll,p., 1972b; Goranov et al., 1986). The basin in
bution of the volcanic products (the direction and the eastern part of the DCZ shallows rapidly and
the intensity of the volcanic activity). As a conse- the rhythmic deposits with a thickness of 400 m
uence the following fact could be pointed out - are replaced by a reef construction as thick as of
i s different layers overlay the crystalline base- about 80 m. Generally, the basin in the DCZ
ment, the Kroumovgrad Group, the breccia-con- could be considered as the southern marginal baglomerate, coal-bearing - sandy and marl-limey sin of the peninsula which takes the territories of
formations. The so-called volcanic discordance the DD and the western part of the ZKVZ.
The Palaeogene basin configuration has underor ostensible transgressive occurrence is formed
gone considerable changes in the beginning of
in that way.
That phenomenon is characteristic for the the Early Oligocene time. The Oligocene sea
whole ERD and it can be observed in the differ- transgresses and floods areas of the crystalline
ent volcanogenic formations. An E-W elongated basement (Plate I, Plate 2, Fig. 4). Thus, the DD
ough is formed in the North part of the is created and the West part of the ZKVZ is transPalaeogene basin during the activity of the first formed in a peninsula. In such a way, the first acid
intermediate volcanism. Lavas and Pyroclastic volcanism formation which marks the beginning
materials have been accumulated along the West of the Oligocene in the ERD is deposited on a
and the North shelfs of the same basin. As a result washed out surface. For the reason it could be
on the trough slopes were formed under-water spoken for _an Oligocene substage of the evolulandslides and olistostromes as well as turbid tion related to the Pyrenean phase. The palaeogestreams generating epiclastics and normal (in re- ographic evolution of the DD is described by
spect to their composition) sediments of a rhyth- Atanasov, Goranov (1975).
mic character and at certain places it has a flysch
A main material source in the NERZ, in the
structure (tephroid flysch). The following types eastern part of the ZKVZ, in the MD and the
of fragments are represented in the olistrostro- southern part of the LIZ has been an acid volcanmes: intermediate volcanic rocks, Upper Eocene ism with a big coefficient of explosivity and of a
reef limestones and of the crystalline basement, supposed origin : a hypothetic volcano located to
i.e. there are represented three types of source ar- the North of the town of Kurdzhali - near to the
eas and in most of the cases the volcanic one is Skalna Glava village (Yanev, 1990, unpublished
redominating. The volcanic rocks are repre- DSc thesis) and a newly found probable volcanic
sented by latites, shoshonite, absarokites, andes- center near to Kobilyane. According to other au. es, andesite-basalts (MaaHOB, 1963, 1972). The thors, such volcanic centers exist around Hay·olcanic edifices are built up of lavas as bodies, kunska Chuka peak (Eo11HOB H ,ll,p., 1990, 1995)
va flows and sheets and coarse pyroclastites as well as around Geren village (TiaHOB, 1982). A
agglomerate tuffs and tuff breccias) and at many big amount of so-called reseda tuffs (Ivanov,
laces also are represented lahars which register Koop, 1969) were deposited as a result of the
pyroclastics movement down along the volca- several pyroclastic flows which has gone into the
nic slopes. The last ones have formed islands at warm and shallow sea. For the reason there are
rtain moments giving an archipelago character smaller or bigger reef constructions in their base23
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Fig. I 0. Palaeogeographic sketch for the deposition time of the fonnation ofthe second intennediate volcanism (Lower Oligocene).
1 -probable basin boundary; 2- land; 3- propable boundary between facial zones; 4- Volcanic centers; 5- probable direction
of an active volcanogenic source province; 6- probable direction of an active terrigeneous source province

ments. Each of the flows is separated by ashfall
tuffs. The pyroclastic material has been undergone to a resedimentation at many places and that
led to an epiclastic rocks formation on the flows.
The DD has been located to the South of a submarine cordillera (Fig. 4) which has not given a
possibility of the pyroclastic flows to penetrate
into it. There are only ashfall pyroclastites here
alternating with organogenic reef limestones.
Terrigenous rocks of a different thickness (breccias, conglomerates and sandstones) alternating
with acid tuffs have been deposited. A coastal
line of the new basin is fixed in that way
(fopaHoB, 1960). They are very characteristic
along the western periphery on the Dzhebel Depression, in the Kobilyane graben and around
Senoklas village where they form a separate band
with a thickness of 30-40 m. It was found in the
24

vicinity of the last mentioned deposit that those
coarse-terrigenous deposits (breccia-conglomerates with a terrigenous fragments of Precambrian
metamorphites and Priabonian limestones and
sandstones included in separate layers of acid
tuffs) are incorrectly referred to the Neogene as a
separate continental formation (so-called
"Senoklas Formation" - Eo.s~HOB H .np., 1980,
1990, 1992). The formation deposits are situated
normally under the materials of the second intermediate volcanism. At the same time, the rhythmic formation deposition (of an Early Oligocene
age) continues in the DCZ. It is considered as a
correlate to the terrigenous rocks in the basement
of the Lower Oligocene in the DD. The Oligocene part of the rhythmic formation located to
the East on the Ribinovo elevation (thick up to
400 m) is replaced by the reef limestones as thick

as of 20-30 m which are a part of a uniform Upper Eocene-Lower Oligocene reef structure. The
formation of the first acid volcanism is represented in its tum in whole the South periphery of
the DO by alternating ash tuffs and sandstones
and in the East part of the same periphery it is
accompanied by a big amount of conglomerates
which fix drift fans of an active river thoroughfare flowing in the sea basin from the South.
However, the formation is locally built up entirely by reef structures (Atanasov, Goranov,
1975). Consequently, the distributive sources
were three: the strongly explosive acid volcanism, the reef formation and the terrigenous material of the crystalline basement (Fig. 4). The volcanic source has been of a general importance.
The abundance of the pyroclastic and terrigenous
materials oppressed the reef formation at many
places. The thickness of the deposits varies
highly and reaches values up to 200 m. There are
not deposits on the central sector of the West part
of the ZKVZ. It is a peninsula (Fig. 4) around
which the sediments of the first acid volcanism
become thin and change their facies. That land is
determined by the Ribinovo elevation which
plays an important palaeogeographic role in the
pan of the cyclic volcanism in the ERD during
the whole Early Oligocene.
After the first manifestation of the strongly explosive acid volcanism, a second intensive intermediate volcanism has begun its activity. It was
the main source of material in the inherited
Palaeogene basin (Fig. 10). The last one is shallow, warm and of normal salinity. Those parameters are defined by the marine fauna and the reef
structures which form different levels into the
pyroclastites (Plate 1, Plate 2, Fig. 9). The main
olcanic regions are in: MD (Madzharovo shieldshaped volcanic structure), the North and the
East parts of the ZKVZ (the volcanoes along the
Arda river valley and the volcano St Iliya - .5!Hea,
1981) and the NW parts of the NERZ ( the volcanoes of the pre-calderous complex in the
Borovitsa and Tatarevo calderas - HaaHoB, 1972;
.HHea, 1990, inpublished DSc thesis; bOJIHOB,
r opaHoB, 1990). They mark in that area an ENEWNW oriented linear structure which is a prototype of the Borovitsa caldera. The volcanism in
that areas is nearly the one and only source of a
material (lavas and pyroclastites) by which is
fil led in the Palaeogene basin. The total
volcanites and pyroclastites thickness reaches
values up to 600 m. There are not volcanic centers to the West in the DO, to the South in the
ZKVZ as well as along the South periphery of the
Borovitsa caldera and that is why on these areas
are deposited tuff-breccias, tuffs, tuffites, reef
4 Geologica Balcanica, 3-4/2001

limestones, sandstones and conglomerates and
their thicknesses reach values of up to 100 m.
The conglomerates dominate in the southern
flank of the ZKVZ which fact confirms the action
of the active river thoroughfare flowing in the
basin from the South. The formation wedges out
near to the Ribinovo elevation and to the South
of the Dzhebel area and there are two formations
related to the acid volcanism which lie one over
another (Fig. 10). The materials of the formation
of the second intermediate volcanism are disposed normally but with a sharp lithological contact on the formation of the first acid volcanism.
One of the specific stages of the basin evolution in the NERZ is indicated by the Angel
Voyvoda Formation (l>oJIHOB H .np., 1995) which
is formed in the stratigraphical range of the formation of the first acid volcanism and the formation of the second intermediate volcanism
(pyroclastites of the first one and lavas of the second one). The fragments in the conglomerates
show especially clearly the active washing out of
the Sredna Gora source province (granites, schistose acid volcanites) which materials were transported from the North to the South (Plate 2). The
Palaeogene basin evolution continues by a manifestation of a new acid volcanic phase (Fig. 11 ).
It gives the main material for a formation of the
second acid volcanism formation. It could be accepted that the Palaeogene basin even in that
time keeps its previous configuration with a presence of the Ribinovo insular land. The main volcanic areas are: Borovitsa caldera (BC), (the
number of the volcanoes and domains of squeezing out - Yanev, 1981 ), in the northern parts of
the NERZ (Tatarevo caldera - bOJIHOB H .np.,
1990; 1995) and in the NE parts of the ZKVZ
(Arda volcanoes and the volcanoes in the St Iliya
and Dambaluk areas which are of a central type Yanev, 1981 ), (Plate 1, Plate 2, Fig. 11 ). The acid
volcanism in BC is one of the most intensive
ones manifested in the ERD. Lavas as thick as of
1000 - 1500 mare accumulated there (rhyolites,
trachyrhyolites, trachydacites, ignimbrites) as
well as pyroclastites. Initially, various tuffs and
epiclastites were deposited in the basin which
gradually filled in it and change to land formations. The northern and eastern parts of the
ZKVZ in the marine basin are predominantly
filled in by lavas (fluidal trachyrhyodacites, trachyrhyolites, rhyolites, perlites) and pyroclastites
which are coarse-shaped around the volcanic
structures and content not only rhyolite but also
many latite fragments.
Reefs of different sizes were formed in the
basement or in the upper levels of the
pyroclastites. They indicate a typical warm and
25
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Fig. I 1. Palaeogeographic sketch for the deposition time ofthe formation of the second acid volcanism (Lower Oligocene).
1 -Probable basin boundary; 2 - land; 3 - propable boundary between facial zones; 4- volcanic centers; 5 - caldera; 6- probable
direction of an active volcanogenic source province; 7- probable direction of active terrigeneous source province

shallow marine basin. Those parameters are confirmed also by the reefs located into the
pyroclastites in the DD (Atanasov, Goranov,
1975) where they build up the whole formation at
certain places. There were reefs formed also on
the crystalline of the Ribinovo island (Fig. 11).
The river thoroughfare continues its activity in
the southern parts of the basin which results in an
association of the acid tuffs with the conglomerates. The fragments of the last ones are only from
metamorphic rocks.
Usually, the second acid volcanism formation
lies normally with a sharp lithological boundary
on the secondary intermediate volcanism formation and only in some places it covers directly the
crystalline basement, marl-limey formation or the
first acid volcanism formation. A main distributive source in the area has been an exclusively
strong explosive acid volcanism which took out
and incorporated in its pyroclastites also ·many
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latite fragments of the underlying intermediate
formations.
A markedly indicative role is played by the reef
formation process while the material of the
crystallime basement is poorly represented (with
an exception of the southern parts of the basin).
The formation thickness varies strongly around
the volcanic centers: from 100 m up to 1500 m.
Significant changes occurred after the active
manifestation of the second acid volcanism in the
Palaeogene basin. Its northern part remains a land,
and to the South in DD the Dzhebel Sandstone Formation is formed whose materials are transported to
the basin from the West most probably by a river
thoroughfare (Plate I, Plate 2, Fig. 12).
The basin (DD) is fed mostly from the crystal
basement and less from the pyroclastic formations. As a result of that, the marine basin has
been freshened up. Parallel with the decrease of
the river thoroughfare energy the basin becomes
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Fig. 12. Palaeogeographic sketch for the deposition time of the formation of the Dzhebel sandstone complex and of the
formation of the third intermediate voilcanism
1 - probable basin boundary; 2 - land; 3 - propable boundary between facial zones; 4- probable boundary between facial zones
covered by younger formations; 5 - volcanic centers; 6 - probable direction of an active volcanogenic source province;
·
-probable direction of active terrigenous source province

again brackish and returns to the marine regime
(Lower Oligocene marine fauna - CanyH.lVKHeBa,
.siHea, 1984). At the same time, the coarse oblique
bedding manifested at some places (fopaHOB,
1960) speaks about a presence of delta formations.
They have a thickness of up to 350m in the westem part whereas their thickness is 20-50 min the
eastern part. The Dzhebel Formation overlays
transgressively different levels of the formation of
the first and the second acid and the second intermediate volcanism. The formation in the southem parts of the depression begins with boulder
conglomerates (mainly granite fragments). Simultaneously, the Dzhebel Formation in the easternmost part of the depression wedges out between
the early tuffs, the lavas and the epiclastites of the
third intermediate volcanism. Those lavas forming a slag flow Goranov, Atanasov (1989) are
considered as a separate intermediate phase. The

latter lavas and pyroclastites cut and cover the
Dzhebel Formation. There is a layer of acid ash
tuffs into the sandstones in its lower parts. They
are a result of the acid volcanism decrease.
Correlates of the Dzhebel sandstones in the
central part ofthe ZKVZ are the stratified tuffs of
the formation of the third intermediate volcanism
which overlay both the second acid volcanism
formation and directly the crystalline basement.
Consequently, the Ribinovo land ends its existence in that time.
After deposition of the Dzhebel Formation, the
basin has undergone a change more as a result of
which the DD becomes again a land. The products of the Zvezdel stratovolcano (.5IHeB, 1981)
are formed in the central parts of the ZKVZ (Plate
1, Fig. 12) where it continues its existing. In fact,
that volcano is created directly on the island crystalline being predetermined by the Ribinovo eleva-
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tion and its products overlay normally with a
sharp lithological contact the both second acid
volcanism formation and the Dzhebel Sandstones. The volcano lavas (latites, andesites and
andesitobasalts) to the West in DD cut the rocks
and flowed on the surface. A multiple alternation
of pyroclastites (psephitic and psammitic) and
lava flows are observed into the volcanic structure. Lahars are formed very often on the slopes
of the volcano. The basin evolution to the NE
from the Zvezdel volcano is not clear. Its marine
character is proven by the typically Oligocene
fauna found in the limestones in the southern periphery of the basin (fopaHoB H ~p. , 1990). The
thickness of the volcano materials varies strongly
but has values up to 500 m. The formation is entirely a product of the intensive intermediate volcanism. The Zvezdel structure has a NE-SW general orientation after the first acid volcanism and
during the second acid and the both intermediate
volcanisms.
The Palaeogene basin in the ERD inherited
during the acid volcanism third phase a tectonic
block on which is formed an elongated (SW-NE)
bay situated on the DD and ZKVZ. The main distributive source has been an acid volcanism represented by several volcanoes. Those are represented in the DD western part by subarea! volcanic structures U stra, Shterna and Mishevsko
whose lava flows flow on a land relief consisting
of crystalline schists, all the previous Palaeogene
formations of the cyclic volcanism and the
Dzhebel sandstones (ATaHacos H ~p., 1972a).
That is so-called Ustra effusive region where perlite flows were formed in the basements of the
rhyolite bodies (fopaHoB H ~p . , 1960). According to .5IHes ( 1981 ), besides the lava volcanoes,
there were formed also many domes of squeezing
out. There are volcanic structures to the NW of
the Nanovitsa village (in the area of the
Nanovitsa synform which is a part of the ZKVS).
They are related to the pyroclastic structures they
erupt. Vent facieses of coarse pyroclastites could
be observed at those places. A limestone (reef)
plate is formed before the volcanism formation
which unambiguously characterizes the basin as
of marine type -warm, and with a normal salinity.
Those limestones overlay normally the Dzhebel
sandstones, the formation of the third intermediate volcanism and the materials of the second
acid volcanism. The limestones thickness varies
from 15 up to 50 m. Stratified acid tuffs with a
thickness of up to 150 m are formed on them as a
result of the volcanism. The most upper tuffs
have been deposited on a land which fact could
be proven by the fossilized trees in them.
After the third acid volcanism formation depo28

sition at the end of Early Oligocene times, the
marine Palaeogene basin ended its existence and
the whole complexly segmented macroblock of
the ERD was uplifted and became a dry land.
Many dikes of acid and intermediate composition
intruded along tension zones oriented WNWESE (HsaHOB, 1960). Their age is proven by KJ
Ar method (Lilov et al., 1987) as of Middle and
Upper Oligocene.

3.4. Late Oligocene- Early Miocene stage
A new tectonic stage related most probably with
the Savian phase becomes a reason in the end of
the Late Oligocene and in the beginning of the
Early Miocene for a formation of one of most
characteristic structure in the former ERD area,
and namely, the Bryagovo Depression (BrD)
(Plate I, Fig. 5). It is strongly elongated in aW-E
direction and is filled in by the Vulche Pole
Molasse Formation (o0$1HOB H ~- · 1989, 1992).
It is an exceptionally terrigenous formation (fopaHos, 1960) which is formed in alluvial-lacustrine conditions which at certain localities transit
to swampings (coal layers). According to naM6pesa, ToH'1eB ( 1988) the conditions were alluvial-prolluvial.
The water thoroughfare has transported material from the source province consisting mainly
of fluidal and spheroidal trachyrhyolites and
rhyolites, and a quite smaller is the number of the
intermediate volcanic rocks and of the crystalline
basement. The conglomerates which represent
one of the main components show an excellent
pebble roundness. The bedding is oblique or parallel. An acid volcanism occurred during the
sedimentation (layers of acid tuffs are observed
among the sediments). The formation overlays a
denudated basement consisting of the crystalline
basement, the tuffs of the second and the third
acid volcanism and the volcanites of the second
intermediate volcanism. Chernyavska determined
its age on the basis of palynological analysis as
Late Oligocene - Early Miocene (Boyanov,
Goranov, 1995, unpublished report to NFSI). The
climatic conditions as well as partly the relief before the Vulche Pole Formation deposition are
characterized by halloysite-caolinite weathering
crust (fopaHOB 1960; To~oposa, 1966, 1970).
These parameters characterized the palaeogeographic conditions before the deposition of the
Vulche Pole Molasse Formation. They indicate
the presence of a humid and warm climate and a
circulation of chemically active waters rich of
humine acids. Generally, as a whole the formation is a continental, fresh water formation with a
thickness of up to 400 m. Intensive block and
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Fig. 13. Main stages of the geological evolution in the superimposed Late Alpine depression in Upper Thrace, the East
Rhodopes and the western parts of East Thrace.
I - Sredna Gora superunit (SU); 2- Rhodope superunit (RU); 3- Olistostrome-limestone complex ofa continental and marine
character; 4a- Terrigenous complex- red molasse of a probably .J>j·2 age, 4b - Terrigenous-limestone and continental-marine
complexes (olisostromes and tephroid flysch) in UTD, ERD and t.TD accompained by a sporadical intermediate volcanism
manifested in UTD and its lack in ETD during the Priabonian, 4c- First magmatic impulse- intermediate and acid volcanites
during the Priabonian and a complex of the polycyclic Lower Oligocene volcanism in the ERD; 5 - Marl-clayey-brackish
complex in the UTD; 6a - Marine terrigenous-limestone complex accompained by a sporadic acid and intermediate volcanism
the UTD; 6b- Conglomerate-sand-clayey complex with coal in the UTD, ERD and ETD; 7- Terrigenous-alluvial complex
the UTD, ERD and ETD and clayey-limestone complex in the UTD; 8- Regional tectonic movements (tectonic phazes);
9 - Local block movements

:ompressional movements of a south vergence occurred in the beginning of the Miocene time, during the late manifestations of the Savian phase.
They strongly deform the northern periphery of
the Bryagovo Depression along the Zlatoustovo
fault zone. Minor faults of a rift character that penetrated deeply the crust down to the upper mantle
are probably related to the same stage. Small bodies and dikes of basalts are also referred to the Late
Oligocene (Mapqea H .D.p., 1995, 1996) (thus correcting earlier considerations about a Pliocene age
- Maapy~HeB, 1964), and some ofthem are even
referred to the Early Oligocene (IlHnoB H .D.p.,
000). The dikes do not form a N-S oriented rift
belt (feprenqea H .lJ.P., 1975) but rather one of
nearly E-W trend that is traced in the area between
the villages of Dolno and Gomo Kapinovo,
Chakalarovo, Egrek, Chernichevo, Gorni Yurutsi
and Strazhevets.

3.5. Late Miocene- Pliocene stage
The deposition of the Ahmatovo Formation in
the northern parts of the NERZ and in LIZ registers a new stage in the tectonic evolution of the
region. It overlays the crystalline basement and
the Palaeogene sediments. These are typical alluvial and prolluvial deposits related to the river
system evolution of the Palaeo-Maritsa river
(KOIOM,Il.>KHeBa, ,lijJaroMaHOB, 1979; ,lijJaroMaHOB H .lJ.P., 1981 ). Their age is determined as
Late Miocene - Pliocene. The thickness varies
but reaches up to 250 m. A cover of coarse-terrigenous non-cemented pebbles and some
gravel-sand deposits (rarely of a thickness up to
30-40 m) covers eroded to a different degree and
intensely levelled blocks in the ERD. They are
most significant in the Haskovo and Harmanli
areas. It is considered that they could be corre-
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lated with cover pebbles
(Villafranchian) age.

of Eopleistocene

***
As a result of all facts mentioned above the
followubg sedunebtary, volcanic and palaeogeodynamic situations could be determined in the
ERD and in its area (Fig. 13):

Maastrichtian - Palaeocene - Early Eocene
stage (Late Laramian movements)
- initial phase of collisional (fault-block) crust

continuously changing configuration: middle up
to basalt and acid lavas, various pyroclastites and
epiclastites; reef limestones at different levels often forming "garlands" of barrier reefs. Conglomerates and sandstones along the basin edges - fan
and delta formations. Conditions for a local
flysch and seldom tephroid sedimentation were
created at the background of the shallow basin
where the marine molasse is formed. Presence of
two E-W elongated troughs along whose slopes
mud flows formed at certain localities thick

disintegration of predominantly radial character-

olistostrome formations and rhythmic formations.

grabens: continental, fresh water, lacustrinemarsh basins and active margins of the marine
basin. There are formed colluvium, rockfalls,
proluvium, olistostromes, olistoplaca, shelf reef
structures, alluvium, peat bogs (coal) in a period
of extension.
- graben and basin closure: drying, structure
formation (Late Laramian phase - period of compression), weathering crust formation.
Early-Middle Eocene(?) stage (Illyrian movements)
- new sedimentary impulse (extension) in the
grabens wider than mentioned in the previous
stage, situated in discordance; specific red
molasse formation which consists of material
supplied by resedimented weathering crust;
manifestation of a new compression- Illyrian
movements - general uplift of the East Rhodope
block; formation of wider continental basins beginning of a new sedimentation cycle.

Manifestations of intensive block-fold tectonic
movements (Pyrenean and Savian movements) basin liquidation, drying, structure formation,
halloysite - kaolinite weathered crust formation.
Late Oligocene - Early Miocene stage (Savian
final phase).
- A new tectonic situation accompanied by a
new fault-block disintegration of the crust with a
predomination of the block-domain uplifts and a
continental rift formation, an element of the
Maritsa superimposed graben system which is
characteristic for the SE part of the Balkan Peninsula - formation of a narrow E-W oriented graben (river valley) in the East part of the ERD;
continental fresh water basin. Alluvium, lacustrine and marsh sediments; last volcanic manifestations - acid pyroclastites and local volcanoes.
Presence of narrow but deep tension dike belts
with acid, intermediate volcanites.
Late Miocene- Pliocene stage (Styrian phase)
- Alluvial plane (Palaeo-Maritsa ri er system);
grabens of continental and fresh-water type. Alluvium, proluvium- last stage of the Maritsa superimposed graben system.

Late

Eocene

Early

Oligocene

stage

(Pyrenean movements)
- new comprehensive fault-block disintegration of the Rhodope and the Sredna Gora
superunits (extension)- grabens: continental and of
a fresh water type. Proluvium, proluvium-alluvium;
-block-faulting impulse during the Priabonian,
local block disintegration of the crust, a comprehensive transgression- shallow basin- initially of
a fresh water type (prolluvial-fans deposits;
swamps, peat bogs, relatively highest coal deposits) latter brackish and marine (fan conglomerates, sandstones, sandy limestones, reef limestones, marls).
- relative tectonic stability - shallow marine
basin (of a littoral type -up to 100m): reef limestones of corals, green algae and bryozoans, detritus limestones, marls.
- consecutive wide area and deeper crust disintegration - affects also the upper mantle; marine
basin of a different depth in its different parts accompanied by formation oflocal troughs but nevertheless predominantly shallow, manifestations
of an active polycyclic volcanism, characterized
in certain moments by island archipelagoes and
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4. East Thrace Depression (ETD)
4. 1. Structural features
The part of the ETD studied includes the South
Sakar Depression (SSD), the Mandritsa Depression (MdD) and the Byala Reka Gtaben (BIG).
The SSD is the biggest one. It is open to the
South. According to the structural borehole R-1
("Generalovo" area), the thickness of the
Palaeogene-Neogene filling reaches values of up
to 1155 m. The basement is represented by Jurassic low-grade metamorphic cla -oubonate sediments and diaphtorized high-grade metamorphites. The thickness of the P
- -eogene
on the
cover increases considerably to tbe
Turkish territory (Plate I . 2 _
The basement in the - ~rtrrft2
area (bon~os H LIP-. 1963) -

buried fragment of the East Rhodope unit with a lluvial fans and trains were formed in which the
presence of Precambrian and Mesozoic rocks boulder and block breccias are accompanied by
(Boyanov, Ruseva, 1989; Eo~HOB H .lJ.p., 1991 ). olistostromes and olistoplaca (synsedimentary
The thickness of the Palaeogene deposits is about overthrusts). The group consists at certain places
600-700 m. A basic role in the structure forma- only of olistoplaca which are built up by Mesotion and evolution have played the faults of a zoic rocks in the SE region which fact by itself
NNW (330-340°), E-W up to WNW (290-31 0°) makes difficult its separation from the low-grade
and NE up to NNE (15-20° up to 45-50°) orienta- metamorphic basement. The grabens have been
tions. The late vertical uplift amplitudes vary up both of a fresh-water type (coal-bearing) and of a
to several hundred meters. The depression is marine type (limestone lenses with a marine
wedged out deeply to the West in the area of fauna among the coarse terrigenous deposits).
Dolno Lukovo and Meden Buk villages and Their main source province has been provided by
forms the most significant part of the Bela-reka the low-grade Mesozoic rocks. The deposition
graben. The last one is well-known also as Bela- thickness varies strongly but reaches values of up
reka graben depression (Eo~HOB H .ll.p., 1963) as to 600 m. Their Palaeocene age is determined
well as Bely Dol syncline depression. Its mani- mainly conditionally because of the fact that they
festation and evolution are fully determined by are overlaid transgressively by the breccia-conthe functioning of the Bela-reka fault (Eo~HOB H glomerate formation. According to the prelimi.ll.p., 1963) which is of an WNW -ESE orientation. nary data single foraminifers of a probably
It is a typical block-graben structure of an Early Palaeocene- Early Eocene age are observed in the
Palaeogene origin which finish its evolution dur- organogenic limestones except the observed corals and molluscs.
ing the Priabonian.
4.2. Lithological and palaeogeodynamic
characteristics of the structures in
the East Thrace Depression
The East Thrace depression consists of the
Mandritsa depression (MdD), the Bela-reka graben (BIG) and South Sakar Depression (SSD),
and to some extent, of the Lozen-lbredzhek zone
(LIZ). They represent parts of the shelf of the big
Palaeogene basin.
4.2.1. Mandritsa Depression (MdD)
and Bela-reka graben (BIG)

The filling of the MdD and the BIG and their age
could be compared with parts of those of ERD and
especially with ZKVS and MD. Five basic stages
could be also determined in their evolution.
4.2. 1.1 . Palaeocene stage

As a result of one of the late Laramian phases,
grabens and active marine basin margin were
originated in the southern part of the MdD and
BIG (Fig. 8). Here, the rocks of the Krumovgrad
Group were deposited discordantly over the
high-grade crystalline and low-grade metamorphic Mesozoic rocks. The form and the boundaries of these basins could be difficult for a characterization because of a strong younger tectonics manifestation. Only single fragments of them
could be observed today. The specific tectonic
regime during the deposition of the Kroumovgrad Group is characterized by both horizontal
and vertical movements. Thick colluvial-pro-

4.2.1.2. Early-middle Eocene stage

It has been manifested again only in the southern
part of the MdD and in the BIG. The coarse terrigenous breccia-conglomerate formation of a
characteristic red colour is most probably deposited in graben structures (which form is difficult
to be determined). It overlays transgressively and
discordantly the Mesozoic low crystalline rocks
and the Palaeocene breccias. The source province of those grabens is provided nearly fully by
the low-grade rocks. The sedimentation conditions were similar in the grabens to that in the
ZKVS and MD. As a consequence of that,
prolluvial and prolluvial-alluvial fresh water
sediments were formed. Their thickness varies
but reaches values of up to 250-300 m. Their age
is conditionally determined as Early-Middle
Eocene on the base of their strtigraphic positionover the Kroumovgrad Group and under the coalbearing-sandy formation of a Priabonian age.
4.2.1.3. Late Eocene - Early Oligocene stage

The Late Eocene evolution in the MdD and BIG
areas continues with the formation of a wide basin whose regime is very fast transformed from a
fresh water regime to a marine regime. Its deposits represented by the coal-bearing-sandy formation overlay transgressively the following rocks:
the high-grade crystalline rocks, the Mesozoic
low-grade rocks, the Kroumovgrad Group and
the breccia-conglomerate formation . The beginning of the evolution is marked at certain places
to the western part of the MdD by several gra31

bens. They are filled in by boulder and block deposits (prolluvial fan) which are considered as
belonging to the same formation. Here, a transition from a fresh water regime (presence of coal)
to a marine regime (Reefal limestones) could be
observed. The marine conditions in some localities are indicated by reefal limestones with a marine fauna even in the basal parts of the section. A
main rock component of the formation are the
sandstones but there are many localities of the
lower part where various conglomerates are predominating (from pebbles up to boulders). They
are nearly exceptionally built up by high-grade
metamorphites. The last deposits are prolluvialfan formations which are deposited directly in a
marine basin. The encountered characteristics indicate a shallow and warm marine basin which is
fed by an active relief. The relief evolution energy
decreases gradually and that causes a deposition
mainly of the limey sandstones and argillites in the
basin; the limey component increases; a horizontal
bedding is fom1ed. The source province of the basin includes only the high and partially the low crystalline. The formation thickness varies but reaches
values of up to 600 m.
There are data for the basin evolution in the
BIG only for the period of the coal-bearing-sandy
formation deposition.
Gradually, the source province is levelled
away, and the terrigenous material flow becomes
neglectable. Conditions for formation of layerlike and domain-like reefs (only in the MdD)
which form a broken coastal barrier, have been
established. The organisms that build up them
are represented by the colonial corals, and to a
lesser extent, by gastropods and nummulites, carbonate green algae and bryozoans. Those organisms indicate the following sedimentary conditions - shallow shelf (of a depth up to l 00 m) of a
warm sea which is of a normal salinity and limpid
water. The conditions at certain localities has
been close to a littoral one: detritus limestones
and thick-valve molluscs. The carbonate bank
thickness reaches values of up to 150 m.
An acid volcanism starts in some more distant
parts of the the basin during the same stage but in
an upper span (Late Eocene - Oligocene). Its
pyroclastics were deposited in its shelf sector in a
form of pyroclastic flows or ashfalls. The process
of domain-like and layer-like reefs formation
continues parallely with that in such a way that
the tuffs are interfingering or alternate with the
limestones. A carbonate-pyroclastic formation is
formed. The marls are deposited at certain localities in the same time as well as epiclastites
formed as a result of the tuff washing out. The
marine basin where the tuffs are deposited is
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shallow, warm and of a normal salinity. The deposition thickness is up to 70 m.
4.2.1.4. Late Oligocene-Early Miocene stage

The marine basin in the MdD is liquidated during
that stage and latter formation is deposited on the
highly eroded basement under fluvial-lacustrine
conditions, similarly to the Vulche Pole Molasse
Formation. It is superimposed on an absolutely
different in respect of tectonics landshaft which
is probably created during the Savian phase. The
alluvial formations are pebble-boulder conglomerates which content fragments of the latites,
rhyolites, tuffs, reefal limestones and of the crystalline basement. A well expressed cross-bedding
could be found especially in their basement. The
volcanic fragments are considered as being related to a remote source province located to the
SSE. The direct feeding was from the crystalline
basement and the Palaeogene and as especially
typical could be noted the blocks of the reeflimestones. The alluvial deposits are replaced laterally and vertically by lacustrine (basin) psammites, aleurites and clayey sediments with a horizontal bedding. Bogs and coal formations were
possible in some localities of the fresh water basin. It is supposed that that basin has been related
to the North with the basin flooding the Bryagovo Depression (BrD) through the Greek territory. Here, the Vulche Pole Formation reaches
values of up to 400 m.
4.2.1.5. Late Miocene - Pliocene stage

This stage is supposedly related to the formation
of coarse terrigenous deposits in the southern
part of the MdD. Locally, loess deposits have
been formed.
4.2.2. South Sakar Depression (SSD)
and Lozen-Jbredzhek Zone (LIZ)

The SSD Palaeogene sedimentation and volcanism could be considered as similar to that in LIZ
but without the Palaeocene stage which did not
occur in SSD.
4.2.2.1. Early-Middle Eocene stage

That stage begins in SSD with red sandstones,
gravelstones and small-sized pebble conglomerates which probably are formations of an alluvial
plane. They are well-characterized by their worst
sizing and cross bedding. The same sediments are
represented in the LIZ by prolluvial-aUuvial red
breccia-conglomerates formed in the grabens. They
have a thickness from 300-400 up to I 000 m.

4.2.2.2. Late Eocene stage

A gray terrigenous-limestone-marl formation
overlays transgressively the red sandstones in the
western part of the SSD. According to its position, it could be correlated with the coal-bearingsandy formation in the ERD. It is a basin formation
with a characteristic horizontal bedding. The sandstones and the aleurolites in its upper parts become
gradually calcareous and parallely with that marls
with Late Oligocene fauna appear. There are
organogenic reefal limestones deposited on them.
A gradual transition from fresh water formations
to typically marine sediments is observed.
There is a lack of the red sandstones in the eastem parts of the SSD and the terrigenous-limestone-marl formation transgressively and discordantly overlays the crystalline basement. Prolluvial-fan sediments are formed directly in the shallow marine basin which gradually pass horizontally and vertically in a bench consisting of limey
sandstones, aleurolites and marls. The terrigenous-limestone-marl formation thickness varies
but reaches values of up to 200-300 m.
The thickness of the limey sandstones (with
marine fauna) that correspond to the formation
reaches values of up to 70 m.
Gradually, the terrigenous sedimentation in the
marine basin stops (the relief energy decreases), and
then a limey-marl formation is formed. An explosive and acid volcanism is manifested parallely with
its sedimentation in the basin. The volcanism
pyroclastites alternate with the reef limestones and
the marls. The sedimentation ends with a formation
of a very characteristic limestone "plate". In such a
way, the pyroclastic-marl-limestone formation of a
Late Eocene age which is formed in the SSD. It
overlies normally the terrigenous-limestone-marl
formation. The reefal and the detrital limestones
which form a characteristic barrier strip confirm
that the basin was a shallow and warm sea of a
normal salinity and with limpid water. It could be
accepted that it is a part of the shallow shelf of the
big Palaeogene basin which covered Lower
Thrace. The thickness of the pyroclastics-bearing
formation is up to 150 m.
Sources of the pyroclastites in the SSD and the
LIZ are the Lozen volcano and the Mezek caldera
(RHea, 1983). The pyroclastites in the LIZ alternate with sandstones and limestones of a proven
Late Eocene age (Boyanov et al., unpublishd report,
1961; XapKoacKa H .np., 1976). Rhyolitic tuffbreccias are locally formed at .the base of this alternation. Except the volcanites, there are
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pyroclastites of a great thickness (up to 300-400
m) deposited in the area of the Mezek caldera.
They are formed as a result of a pyroclastic flows
and ashfalls deposition in a marine basin. Some
of the pyroclastites were probably deposited in
the end of the volcano activity also on the land.
4.2.2.3. Oligocene(?) stage

The basin ends its existence on the territory of
the LIZ after the Late Oligocene. At the same
time, in SSD a slight washing out occurred there.
An Oligocene(?) clayey-marl formation which is
a typical basin formation is situated over the varied basement. The sediments are characterized by
a well-expressed horizontal bedding. The basin
waters were probably brackish. As a confirmation
of that fact, the formation of coals and black bituminous shales and a presence of brackish organisms can be emphasized. The bathymetry of the
basin can be determined with difficulties but
probably the basin was a relatively shallow. The
basin alimentation occurred from a highly peneplanized land which supplied fine grained material
(clays, clayey limestones, marls and much less
sandstones and aleurolites). Formation of a layer of
limey conglomerate could be observed only locally
in the basal parts of the section. They consist of
fragments of the resedimented Upper Eocene
organogenic limestones. The formation thickness is
up to 300 m. Their age is conditionally determined
as Oligocene on the basis of marine micro-foraminiferal fauna of probable Oligocene age.
4.2.2.4. Late Miocene -Pliocene stage

After the depositing of the clayey-marl formation,
the Palaeogene basin in SSD and LIZ ends its existence. The alluvial and the prolluvial-alluvial
deposits ofthe Ahmatovo Formation were deposited on wide areas and in a new tectonic situation
only in the end of the Miocene and during the
Pliocene. Their thickness is up to 200 m.

***

The general geodynamic evolution of the three
depressions (ETD, ERD and ETD) is subordinated to the deep-seated phenomena that parallely
with the common features determine also some
local differences reflected in the sedimentation
regime, the igneous evolution, the interruptions,
the character and the intensity of the tectonic
manifestations which are represented on the enclosed table scheme (Fig. 13).
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